From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly Lynema
scottblever@gmail.com; Greg Christiana; Sue Doctrow; ElisabethCarr-Jones; Michael Brownstein; Alex Bagnall;
Juli Brazile; askkatell@gmail.com; dwhite@gilbertwhite.com; bradb@shore.net; Gordon Jamieson; Amos Meeks;
Brucie Moulton
(Archive Copy) 2020 Annual Report - Envision Arlington Section (Deadline 1/10)
Tuesday, December 22, 2020 2:59:48 PM
2019 Annual Report_EnvisionArlington.docx
2020 Annual Report Memo.docx

All,
I am reaching out to each of you as members of the Standing Committee or chairs of an Envision
Arlington task group. It's that time of year when we need all of you to contribute to the Envision
Arlington section of the Town's 2020 Annual Report.
The attached narrative is a copy of what was included for all Envision Arlington groups in the 2019
report. I recommend that you begin from that and modify as necessary. Please refer to the attached
memo from Joan Roman, Public Information Officer, for additional guidance. Note that for the Standing
Committee, I need a list of committee members and their terms.  
Please provide me with your draft updated sections by Sunday, January 10.
Please let me know if you have any questions about this request.
Thank you!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Lever
dheim@town.arlington.ma.us; Juli Brazile; Greg Christiana
Adam Chapdelaine; Jenny Raitt
(Archive Copy) Clarification on nominations to Police Review Study Committee CABS
Tuesday, December 22, 2020 9:44:35 AM

Good morning Doug,
Members of our Diversity Task Group are reaching out to me and Greg because
they've seen the committee appointment process posted on the Town website.  
Their understanding of the article is that the various groups expected to be
represented in the study group would be identifying and agreeing the
representatives on the Study committee.
The process on the website says to submit resumes to the Moderator by December
31. It doesn't say anything about the process of vetting and selecting those
participants once submitted. The timeline for submission of resumes is also
aggressive given the season and the broad representation sought. The wording
leaves the impression that the Moderator will be deciding the composition of the
Study committee.  
Our standing committee is looking for clarification on the process as well (Juli may
have reached out to you).
I think this is a real important moment of credibility for the Study committee with
the community. I'm worried about the current wording and unclear process not
being in the spirit of the article, and potentially seen as lacking transparency. I'm
happy to discuss via zoom/ phone.  
Thanks so much!
Regards,
Scott  

Pursuant to Article 6 of the 2020 Special Town Meeting the Town has formed a
Police Civilian Advisory Board Study Committee (CABS Committee). The CABS
Committee is charged to study the creation of alternative mechanisms for civilians to
file complaints regarding police interactions, considering various models including a
police civilian review board independent from the police department with the authority
and resources to receive and investigate complaints. The committee shall also review
police services, examine the experience of comparable communities, and consider
the potential impacts of pending legislation. It is anticipated that the CABS Committee
will begin work in January 2021 and it shall provide a report to the Town Meeting at
the 2022 Annual Town Meeting or any earlier Annual or Special Town Meeting,
and/or other appropriate administrative, management, or elected or appointed
officials, and then dissolve. The CABS will consist of Seventeen (17) members. Three
(3) of the members shall be Town Meeting Members to be appointed by the Town

Moderator. If you have an interest in serving on the CABS Committee then please
send your resume, qualifications and reasons for wanting to serve on this committee
to me at, 51 Irving St., Arlington MA. 02476, or by email
to: jleone@town.arlington.ma.us . The deadline for submitting an application is
December 31, 2020.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

KDeFrancisco@town.arlington.ma.us
Adam Chapdelaine
(Archive Copy) Diversity Task Group
Thursday, December 17, 2020 11:45:17 AM
calendar.ics

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Arlington DTG
Michaiah
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Wednesday, January 6, 2021 2:11:32 PM
Draft DTG 2020 annual report.pdf

Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being
shared with our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all
her time and support of our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or corrections
with me. Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Lever
Kelly Lynema; Adam Chapdelaine
Elizabeth Dray; Greg Christiana
(Archive Copy) Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status
Friday, December 18, 2020 5:51:03 PM

Hello Kelly and Adam,
I believe there is one open seat and it's a Town Manager nominated seat.  
I'm writing to inquire about Elizabeth's letter for nomination to the Standing
Committee submitted to Adam.  
Elizabeth hasn't heard regarding her letter and she noticed a related item on the SB
agenda for Monday.  
Is there going to be a selection for this seat discussed at SB Monday?
Thanks for any information!
Have a great weekend
Scott

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:19:37 PM

Begin forwarded message:
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
Date: December 16, 2020 at 7:09:56 PM EST
To: Jenny Raitt <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Adam Chapdelaine <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>, Jillian
Harvey <JHarvey@town.arlington.ma.us>
Subject: Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections

This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the From: line in
"< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
CAUTION:

JennyI like to think I'm on the "tough cookie" end of the spectrum. But I find the
AFR's attacks on me to be personally intimidating. Let's set that aside. This
group is, imho, dangerous for Arlington. Their process of operating, the
secrecy, the distortion of the truth and their reliance on insisting that they are
fighting to provide a "safe" environment for those they designate as "too weak
to speak for themselves" adds up to poison in an open democracy and a
healthy civic discourse.
Chris Dimeo did very clearly hijack the meeting to get a vote forcing the
official sponsorship by DTG of the AFR community conversations series.
I respectfully ask that you consider the following three requests:
1. Get a copy of that zoom meeting recording, DTG, Dec. 14, watch it
and hold onto it.
2. Provide Katell with some serious training, support and guidance in
how to manage a town sponsored organization.
3. Establish clear policy protections so that organizations like DTG ,
which represents the Town, can not be forced (that is what happened)
to give sponsorship to just any organizations or events in Town.
I want to repeat what I've said to AFR. They do an impressive job of
organizing. They are able to do outreach and bring new voices into the
townwide conversations on issues around race and diversity. But, as one of
the DTG members very bravely said at the meeting, AFR has two sides and
DTG should not be offering a sponsorship without knowing which side of AFR
is going to appear.

Please do watch this group, DTG, carefully and protect them, and their
constituents, from further abuse by AFR. I speak as a "victim of abuse" here.
If you have any suggestions on how I could be more helpful in standing up to
this group's current behavior, please let me know.
Barbara Thornton

***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:37 PM
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>,
Katell Guellec <askKatell@gmail.com>
Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you
actually at the meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from
Elizabeth to me. "I want to apologize for the way I responded to Barbara
tonight. It wasn't appropriate..... etc etc." I took that as a gracious and
sincere apology and I responded with thanks to Elizabeth. Katell also thanked
her for the apology.  
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of
communicating our mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the
response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing,
how we can do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks
on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.

Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell
and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night
who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you
encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working
with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged
into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,
Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile
behavior toward me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday
Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR
and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes
close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever you are that
wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR and
others in the community with mutual interests in race, social justice,
diversity and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to
begin these community conversations and the sponsors of such
conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and
diversity on behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my

writing and a recording of the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully"
in front of the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by
your refusal to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to
conclude that AFR is NOT an organization that believes in maintaining
“safe” places where people can have these important conversations
respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like this, what are
you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This
anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are
making here.
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,
>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on
record regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate
behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive,
so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons
why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of
the AFR email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and
never have been. The eight members of our steering committee have
always written and signed our public statements, and our names are
listed on the homepage of our website:
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our
presumed anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind
copying others. And we would like to point out that challenging others
while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like
bullying.
>>
>>
>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was
insulting and uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at
doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed to looking at
issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of

materials others have found useful, we reserve the right to form our
own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for
not responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of
time that many busy people had hoped to devote to other matters.
That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has
now convinced us that we cannot work with you. Should that change in
the future, you will hear from us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious
conversation with an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful
for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston
and in California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is
too limited. I encourage you to read the articles on EquitableArlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact and data
based and more diverse than those you might have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable.
When Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of
housing costs in the areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly,
Arlington became desirable. With a private market, sooner or later, all
the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way private
markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning or in
developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in
the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to
buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the
benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market
average in Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist
because it is in need of repair. We do not have an aggressive code
enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs
because housing rentals to lower income people are a major part of the
housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept of
"naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only
temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be
flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard and is only
able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of
our lower income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If
there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them
disappear soon.
>>>

>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people
gentrified out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across
the USA and deserves attention. The only way, short of a communist
takeover of private property, to address this is to build new, safe, high
standard housing for people and offer some form of rental or home
ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the volume of
housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of
the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf
parcel needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to
only a one family house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order
to cover the price of the land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type
of housing, as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third
(ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are occupied by just one
person? We need more small units suitable for single occupants. To
minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land cost,
these units should be stacked. We can disagree about how high they
should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up
such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it
occurred to you that if we are only in favor of a small number of units
of new affordable housing and if we set terms that give top priority to
people now living in Arlington and if the people now who are Black
Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the population, we will
need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black individual or
family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not
choose to correct me or add to my message and respond to you.
Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really
believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and current practices as
we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the same
side. We just need to understand each other better. And I suggest we
do that through conversations like this, which are helped by losing the
anonymity of authorship.
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>
>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>

>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through
stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private
sector collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights
Racism steering committee have been researching and listening and we
have not come to the conclusion that increasing density by removing
single-family zoning designations automatically increases diversity or
results in more affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read
notes that lifting zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to
housing for minorities, as older, more affordable units are generally the
first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock or price
when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin
with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk
University Housing study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in
Arlington, but understanding the importance of low income housing in
our community we want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate
research and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field
that you would recommend we consult with as we develop our public
stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.
>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>
>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader:
"Housing is a racial justice issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming
down on the wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette
and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and have not had a
response.... yet. Your organization seems to be set on defining Black

people as poor people and also on limiting affordable housing options
only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through
stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private
sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Jenny Raitt
Adam Chapdelaine; Jillian Harvey
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 7:09:56 PM

JennyI like to think I'm on the "tough cookie" end of the spectrum. But I find the AFR's
attacks on me to be personally intimidating. Let's set that aside. This group is, imho,
dangerous for Arlington. Their process of operating, the secrecy, the distortion of the
truth and their reliance on insisting that they are fighting to provide a "safe" environment
for those they designate as "too weak to speak for themselves" adds up to poison in an
open democracy and a healthy civic discourse.
Chris Dimeo did very clearly hijack the meeting to get a vote forcing the official
sponsorship by DTG of the AFR community conversations series.
I respectfully ask that you consider the following three requests:
1. Get a copy of that zoom meeting recording, DTG, Dec. 14, watch it and hold
onto it.
2. Provide Katell with some serious training, support and guidance in how to
manage a town sponsored organization.
3. Establish clear policy protections so that organizations like DTG , which
represents the Town, can not be forced (that is what happened) to give sponsorship
to just any organizations or events in Town.
I want to repeat what I've said to AFR. They do an impressive job of organizing. They
are able to do outreach and bring new voices into the townwide conversations on issues
around race and diversity. But, as one of the DTG members very bravely said at the
meeting, AFR has two sides and DTG should not be offering a sponsorship without
knowing which side of AFR is going to appear.
Please do watch this group, DTG, carefully and protect them, and their constituents, from
further abuse by AFR. I speak as a "victim of abuse" here.
If you have any suggestions on how I could be more helpful in standing up to this group's
current behavior, please let me know.
Barbara Thornton

***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:37 PM
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell

Guellec <askKatell@gmail.com>
Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you actually at the
meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from Elizabeth to me. "I want to
apologize for the way I responded to Barbara tonight. It wasn't appropriate..... etc etc."
I took that as a gracious and sincere apology and I responded with thanks to Elizabeth.
Katell also thanked her for the apology.  
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of communicating our
mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing, how we can
do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.
Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell
and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working
with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged

into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,
Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward
me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group.
I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The
only behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever
you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR
and others in the community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity
and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations should get
better acquainted. That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of
the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of
the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal
to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT
an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have
these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me
like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This
anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making
here.
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,
>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s

DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The
eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed our
public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our website:
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
>>
>>
>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many
busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of
the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work
with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with
an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in
California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I
encourage you to read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are
more numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse than those you
might have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When
Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the
areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With
a private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.
That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in
the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip

it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in
Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of
repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental
housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code
enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept
of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not
real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b) because the
property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't
think we want to limit the options of our lower income residents to substandard or
temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make
them disappear soon.
>>>
>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified
out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer
some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in
the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price
of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel
needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family
house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the
land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing,
as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not
lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to
you that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable
housing and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington
and if the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of
the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would
be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the
racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>

>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>
>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to
the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more affordable
units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock
or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin
with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing
study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the
effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult with as
we develop our public stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.
>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>

>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a
racial justice issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the
wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to
open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems
to be set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lynema
Jenny Raitt
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Envision Arlington Elizabeth Dray application to EnvisionArlington Standing Committee
Friday, December 18, 2020 2:18:29 PM

FYI
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: John Hurd <JHurd@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Adam Chapdelaine <achapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>, Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>, Scott Lever
<scottblever@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 2020 13:31:00 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Envision Arlington Elizabeth Dray application to Envision Arlington Standing Committee
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Good afternoon Chairman Hurd,
I am writing in search of clarification about the agenda item for the Select Board Envision Arlington
appointment. Is this for a position on the Standing Committee? I was told by the Envision Standing
Committee co-chairs and Kelly Lynema that the last open position was to be appointed by the Town
Manager. In light of this, I submitted my application to Adam on Oct 20th. I have repeatedly emailed
him asking for an update on the status of my application. I have never had a response.  Please see
email chain below.   I have also repeatedly asked Kelly and the Co-chairs for information about the
status of my application. They told me to wait until after Town Meeting was over before expecting
an answer. I respected that waited before emailing Adam again, but have still not heard.  
Can you please help me understand a few things?
1- Is this the last open spot on the Committee, as I have been told that it is?
2- If this spot was to be appointed by the Select Board, why was I repeatedly told to apply to the
Town Manager?
3- If there is a spot to be appointed by the Town Manager, can you please ask him to respond to my
emails?
I look forward to hearing from you,
Elizabeth Dray
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 14, 2020 at 4:47 PM
Subject: Re: Envision Arlington Elizabeth Dray application to Envision Arlington Standing Committee
To: Adam Chapdelaine <achapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>, Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
Hi Adam,
I hope you had a nice weekend.

I am following up to learn more about the status of my application to the Envisions Arlington Standing
Committee submitted on October 20th.
I look forward to hearing about where you are in the process and next steps.
Thank you,
Elizabeth

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 10:25 AM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Adam,
I hope this email finds you well.
I am following up to learn more about the status of my application to the Envisions Arlington
Standing Committee submitted on October 20th.
I look forward to hearing about where you are in the process and next steps.
Thank you,
Elizabeth
On Tue, Oct 20, 2020 at 2:20 PM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Good afternoon Adam,
I am interested in being appointed to the Envision Arlington Standing Committee. Please find
attached my letter of interest and my resume.
I look forward to hearing from you about the next steps.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth

Elizabeth Dray, Letter of interest, Envision Ar...
Elizabeth Dray Resume, Envision Arlington Stand...

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dray
John Hurd
Adam Chapdelaine; Kelly Lynema; Greg Christiana; Scott Lever
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Envision Arlington Elizabeth Dray application to Envision Arlington Standing Committee
Friday, December 18, 2020 1:31:59 PM

Good afternoon Chairman Hurd,
I am writing in search of clarification about the agenda item for the Select Board
Envision Arlington appointment. Is this for a position on the Standing Committee? I
was told by the Envision Standing Committee co-chairs and Kelly Lynema that the
last open position was to be appointed by the Town Manager. In light of this, I
submitted my application to Adam on Oct 20th. I have repeatedly emailed him
asking for an update on the status of my application. I have never had a
response.  Please see email chain below.   I have also repeatedly asked Kelly and
the Co-chairs for information about the status of my application. They told me to
wait until after Town Meeting was over before expecting an answer. I respected
that waited before emailing Adam again, but have still not heard.  
Can you please help me understand a few things?
1- Is this the last open spot on the Committee, as I have been told that it is?
2- If this spot was to be appointed by the Select Board, why was I repeatedly told
to apply to the Town Manager?
3- If there is a spot to be appointed by the Town Manager, can you please ask him
to respond to my emails?
I look forward to hearing from you,
Elizabeth Dray
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, Dec 14, 2020 at 4:47 PM
Subject: Re: Envision Arlington Elizabeth Dray application to Envision Arlington
Standing Committee
To: Adam Chapdelaine <achapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>, Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
Hi Adam,
I hope you had a nice weekend.
I am following up to learn more about the status of my application to the Envisions
Arlington Standing Committee submitted on October 20th.
I look forward to hearing about where you are in the process and next steps.
Thank you,
Elizabeth

On Tue, Dec 8, 2020 at 10:25 AM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
wrote:
Hi Adam,
I hope this email finds you well.
I am following up to learn more about the status of my application to the
Envisions Arlington Standing Committee submitted on October 20th.

I look forward to hearing about where you are in the process and next steps.
Thank you,
Elizabeth
On Tue, Oct 20, 2020 at 2:20 PM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
wrote:
Good afternoon Adam,
I am interested in being appointed to the Envision Arlington Standing
Committee. Please find attached my letter of interest and my resume.
I look forward to hearing from you about the next steps.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth

Elizabeth Dray, Letter of interest, Envision Ar...

Elizabeth Dray Resume, Envision Arlington Stand...

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Douglas Heim; Adam Chapdelaine
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:36:29 PM

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very inappropriate
behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell Guellec
<askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me the night of the
public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR
and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching your
astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a
conversation between AFR and others in the community with mutual interests in race,
social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to
begin these community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations should get
better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on behalf of the
Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the meeting will demonstrate that
is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the entire
meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to identify the
actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an organization that believes in
maintaining “safe” places where people can have these important conversations respectfully. I am
concerned that if you attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others
you don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding your recent
letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter
offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email you referenced in
your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight members of our steering committee
have always written and signed our public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage
of our website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity would express
their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to point out that challenging
others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled for. We are all
professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed to looking at
issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others have found
useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to your letter was
an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped to devote to other
matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us
that we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an
anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to
protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not sure
what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the
articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact
and data based and more diverse than those you might have read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington
upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in
and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private
market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the
way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning or in
developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the private
market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a
McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington
for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We do
not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington.
Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs because
housing rentals to lower income people are a major part of the housing mix. There
has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable
housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the
property has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard
and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of

our lower income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are
exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of
their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some
form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the
volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of
the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to
house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is
going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as well
as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the households in
Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small units suitable for
single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land
cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree about how high they should be
stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up such units at one per
standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you that
if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing and if
we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if the
people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the
population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to correct
me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would be
terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist
legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be
on the same side. We just need to understand each other better. And I suggest we
do that through conversations like this, which are helped by losing the anonymity of
authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
have been researching and listening and we have not come to the conclusion that increasing
density by removing single-family zoning designations automatically increases diversity or
results in more affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning
restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more affordable

units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock or price
when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin with as outlined as a
problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but understanding the
importance of low income housing in our community we want to make sure we dedicate the
appropriate research and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would
recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial
justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong
side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open
a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be
set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Jenny Raitt
Adam Chapdelaine
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 2:54:58 PM
Draft DTG annual report 2020.pdf

Also fyi.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 07 Jan 2021 13:13:26 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
FYI
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
To: Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:11:42 -0500
Subject: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in
the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the suggestion to add to the annual report. Attached is a new version with that
included, which I definitely remember coming up at DTG meetings.
I am happy to create more opportunities for affordable housing to be on the agenda at future
meetings. I hope you will find support among members to help you with this work. Perhaps at next
Monday's meeting, when we discuss creating DTG subcommittees, we can determine where housing
concerns fit into that division of labor.
All best,
Katell
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:31 AM Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com> wrote:
Katell-

Thank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure you
know that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14
meeting. I would like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your table
can be respectfully heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG
meetings to talk about the possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide
conversation on affordable housing, Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able
to speak and at subsequent meetings under your guidance, I found I could not be
heard and the idea I worked so hard for, died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring a
community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue did,
as I recall, come up during the past year before it died away.
I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing in
the strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you
showed considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had
caused you to think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by
fire" for you. But I hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a
community leader so you will be more able to control situations that vere into
"unsafe" behaviors by participants. I wish the best for you, the community needs
strong leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton
****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
AssetStewardship.com
twitter: @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being shared with
our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all her time and support of
our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or corrections with me.
Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Kelly Lynema
Jenny Raitt
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:13:29 PM
Draft DTG annual report 2020.pdf

FYI
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
To: Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:11:42 -0500
Subject: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the suggestion to add to the annual report. Attached is a new version with that
included, which I definitely remember coming up at DTG meetings.
I am happy to create more opportunities for affordable housing to be on the agenda at future
meetings. I hope you will find support among members to help you with this work. Perhaps at next
Monday's meeting, when we discuss creating DTG subcommittees, we can determine where housing
concerns fit into that division of labor.
All best,
Katell
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:31 AM Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com> wrote:
KatellThank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure you
know that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14 meeting.
I would like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your table can be
respectfully heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG meetings to talk
about the possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide conversation on affordable
housing, Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able to speak and at subsequent
meetings under your guidance, I found I could not be heard and the idea I worked so
hard for, died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring a
community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue did, as I
recall, come up during the past year before it died away.

I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing in
the strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you
showed considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had
caused you to think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by fire"
for you. But I hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a
community leader so you will be more able to control situations that vere into "unsafe"
behaviors by participants. I wish the best for you, the community needs strong
leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton
****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
AssetStewardship.com
twitter: @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being shared with our
liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all her time and support of our
work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or corrections with me.
Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Fwd: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:05:54 PM

See question from Adam below.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:58:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very inappropriate
behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell Guellec
<askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in

the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me the night of
the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED
both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes close to
matching your astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort
to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the community with mutual
interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed out that there were
several efforts to begin these community conversations and the sponsors of such
conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on behalf of the
Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the meeting will demonstrate
that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the entire
meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to identify
the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an organization that
believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these important conversations
respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like this, what are you prepared to
do to keep others you don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in
healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding your recent
letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your
letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email you
referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight members of our
steering committee have always written and signed our public statements, and our names are
listed on the homepage of our website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity would
express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to point out that
challenging others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled for. We are
all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed to
looking at issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others
have found useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not
coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to your letter
was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped to devote to
other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now

convinced us that we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear
from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an
anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to
protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not
sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to
read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous,
more fact and data based and more diverse than those you might have read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington
upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in
and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a
private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.
That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing
in the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it,
flip it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in
Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of
repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental
housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code
enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the
concept of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only
temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b)
because the property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower
rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower income residents to
substandard or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will
adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out
of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer
some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this,
in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The
price of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf
parcel needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a
one family house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the
price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as
well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not
lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?

One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you
that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing
and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if
the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the
population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it
would be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce
the racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism steering
committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to the conclusion
that increasing density by removing single-family zoning designations automatically
increases diversity or results in more affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have
read notes that lifting zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for
minorities, as older, more affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's
not simply a question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit
people of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the
recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we want to make
sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone
in the field that you would recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on
this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.

Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN
HOUSING.

To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial
justice issue."
Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the
wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to
try to open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your
organization seems to be set on defining Black people as poor people and
also on limiting affordable housing options only to those who already live
here.... a predominantly white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joan Roman
Adam Chapdelaine
(Archive Copy) Fwd: town notice question
Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:31:53 PM

we can discuss tomorrow.
Joan Roman
Public Information Officer
Town of Arlington, MA
www.arlingtonma.gov
Like Us at:
https://www.facebook.com/arlingtonma
Follow us at:
https://twitter.com/arlingtonmagov
@arlingtonmagov
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.

From: Susan Doctrow <srdoctrow@gmail.com>
To: Joan Roman <JRoman@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 6 Jan 2021 13:03:33 -0500
Subject: Fwd: town notice question
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in
the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Dear Joan and Kelly,
I received this question from Katell at DTG and told her I wanted to run the question by you. I did say
my own inclination was that a special event sponsored by an official town entity in collaboration with
a volunteer residents group is probably okay (provided it is not political or commercial), but, again,
that I really wanted your input.
I’m not sure of their timeframe so would appreciate an answer as soon as possible so I can let Katell
know and they can work on their draft notice.
Hope all is well with you both!
all the best,
Sue

Begin forwarded message:
From: Katell Guellec <askkatell@gmail.com>
Subject: town notice question
Date: January 6, 2021 at 12:15:19 PM EST
To: srdoctrow@gmail.com
Hi Sue,

I'm a co-chair of DTG, and I had a question about town notices (sent by email). If DTG
co-sponsors an event with another group (in this case, Arlington Fights Racism), would
that qualify to be included in a town notice? Or is town notice preserved for more
official announcements? Any insights you can give me into the policy would be great so
that I can share a more consistent message.
Many thanks,
Katell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Doctrow
Joan Roman
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Fwd: town notice question
Wednesday, January 6, 2021 1:03:47 PM

Dear Joan and Kelly,
I received this question from Katell at DTG and told her I wanted to run the question
by you. I did say my own inclination was that a special event sponsored by an
official town entity in collaboration with a volunteer residents group is probably okay
(provided it is not political or commercial), but, again, that I really wanted your
input.
I’m not sure of their timeframe so would appreciate an answer as soon as possible
so I can let Katell know and they can work on their draft notice.
Hope all is well with you both!
all the best,
Sue

Begin forwarded message:
From: Katell Guellec <askkatell@gmail.com>
Subject: town notice question
Date: January 6, 2021 at 12:15:19 PM EST
To: srdoctrow@gmail.com
Hi Sue,
I'm a co-chair of DTG, and I had a question about town notices (sent by
email). If DTG co-sponsors an event with another group (in this case,
Arlington Fights Racism), would that qualify to be included in a town
notice? Or is town notice preserved for more official announcements? Any
insights you can give me into the policy would be great so that I can
share a more consistent message.
Many thanks,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Zoom
achapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us
(Archive Copy) Jennifer Raitt has joined your meeting - Diversity Task Group
Monday, December 21, 2020 1:57:46 PM

Hi Adam Chapdelaine,
Jennifer Raitt has joined your meeting:
Topic

Diversity Task Group

Meeting ID

995 8447 9830

Time

Dec 21, 2020 02:00 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada)

Start Meeting

Thank you for choosing Zoom.
-The Zoom Team

Copyright ©2020 Zoom Video Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Scott Lever
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Paper copy
Monday, January 4, 2021 3:20:04 PM
Draft_2021 Town Survey 1-4-2021 1517.docx

Here's the paper copy!  

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lynema
Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: 2020 Annual Report - Envision Arlington Section (Deadline 1/10)
Tuesday, December 22, 2020 3:16:35 PM

Thanks, Katell! Re: CABS, I really don't know. I would check with John Leone, Town Moderator
(jleone@town.arlington.ma.us) or Doug Heim, Town Counsel (dheim@town.arlington.ma.us) to see if
they have more information on the next steps with the board.
If you need help getting in touch with either please let me know.
Happy holidays!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Katell Guellec <askkatell@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Tue, 22 Dec 2020 15:12:38 -0500
Subject: Re: 2020 Annual Report - Envision Arlington Section (Deadline 1/10)
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Thanks, Kelly. I will start working on it for DTG.
Question: I've been told that DTG is one of the groups making an appointment to the CABS
committee. Do you know if this is true?
-Katell
On Tue, Dec 22, 2020 at 3:00 PM Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
All,
I am reaching out to each of you as members of the Standing Committee or chairs of an Envision
Arlington task group. It's that time of year when we need all of you to contribute to the Envision
Arlington section of the Town's 2020 Annual Report.
The attached narrative is a copy of what was included for all Envision Arlington groups in the 2019
report. I recommend that you begin from that and modify as necessary. Please refer to the attached
memo from Joan Roman, Public Information Officer, for additional guidance. Note that for the
Standing Committee, I need a list of committee members and their terms.  
Please provide me with your draft updated sections by Sunday, January 10.
Please let me know if you have any questions about this request.
Thank you!

Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katell Guellec
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: 2020 Annual Report - Envision Arlington Section (Deadline 1/10)
Tuesday, December 22, 2020 3:13:14 PM

Thanks, Kelly. I will start working on it for DTG.
Question: I've been told that DTG is one of the groups making an appointment to
the CABS committee. Do you know if this is true?
-Katell
On Tue, Dec 22, 2020 at 3:00 PM Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
wrote:
All,

I am reaching out to each of you as members of the Standing Committee or chairs of an Envision
Arlington task group. It's that time of year when we need all of you to contribute to the Envision
Arlington section of the Town's 2020 Annual Report.
The attached narrative is a copy of what was included for all Envision Arlington groups in the 2019
report. I recommend that you begin from that and modify as necessary. Please refer to the attached
memo from Joan Roman, Public Information Officer, for additional guidance. Note that for the
Standing Committee, I need a list of committee members and their terms.  
Please provide me with your draft updated sections by Sunday, January 10.
Please let me know if you have any questions about this request.
Thank you!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Elisabeth Carr-Jones
Kelly Lynema; scottblever@gmail.com; Greg Christiana; Sue Doctrow; Michael Brownstein; Alex Bagnall; Juli
Brazile
Elisabeth Carr-Jones
(Archive Copy) RE: 2020 Annual Report - Envision Arlington Section (Deadline 1/10)
Friday, January 8, 2021 10:16:19 AM
2019 Annual Report_EnvisionArlington.docx

Thanks for the reminder on this Kelly! Has anyone been working on updating the Standing
Committee’s written section and membership terms?
Be well,
Elisabeth
From: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 3:00 PM
To: scottblever@gmail.com; Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>; Sue Doctrow
<srdoctrow@gmail.com>; Elisabeth Carr-Jones <elisabeth@carr-jones.com>; Michael Brownstein
<michaelmbrownstein@gmail.com>; Alex Bagnall <alex.bagnall.tmm@gmail.com>; Juli Brazile
<juli@brazile.net>; askkatell@gmail.com; dwhite@gilbertwhite.com; bradb@shore.net; Gordon
Jamieson <jamiesga123@icloud.com>; Amos Meeks <am0053@gmail.com>; Brucie Moulton
<moultonsb1@gmail.com>
Subject: 2020 Annual Report - Envision Arlington Section (Deadline 1/10)
All,
I am reaching out to each of you as members of the Standing Committee or chairs of an Envision
Arlington task group. It's that time of year when we need all of you to contribute to the Envision
Arlington section of the Town's 2020 Annual Report.
The attached narrative is a copy of what was included for all Envision Arlington groups in the 2019
report. I recommend that you begin from that and modify as necessary. Please refer to the attached
memo from Joan Roman, Public Information Officer, for additional guidance. Note that for the Standing
Committee, I need a list of committee members and their terms.  
Please provide me with your draft updated sections by Sunday, January 10.
Please let me know if you have any questions about this request.
Thank you!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington Fights Racism
AFRSteeringCommittee; Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:32:04 PM

Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me
the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I
actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only

behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever you are
that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the
community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed
out that there were several efforts to begin these community conversations and the
sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.

I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the
meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully " in front of the
entire meeting . I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to
identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an
organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these
important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like this,

what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This anonymity is a
dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton

Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s
DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email
you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight
members of our steering committee have always written and signed our public
statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.

Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding
to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people
had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons
we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work with you.
Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:

Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an
anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to
protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not sure
what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the
articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact and
data based and more diverse than those you might have read.

Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington
upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in and
near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private
market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way
private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning or in developers.
It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the private market will only
exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I
don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington for
the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We do not
have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs because
housing rentals to lower income people are a major part of the housing mix. There
has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable
housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property
has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard and is only
able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower
income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the
free market will adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of

their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some
form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the
volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of the
land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to
house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is
going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as well
as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the households in
Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small units suitable for
single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land
cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree about how high they should be
stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up such units at one per
standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you that
if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing and if we
set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people
now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the population, we
will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black individual or family.
That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to correct
me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would be terrific
to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and
current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the
same side. We just need to understand each other better. And I suggest we do that
through conversations like this, which are helped by losing the anonymity of
authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come
to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more
affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a

question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people
of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the
recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to
the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult
with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial
justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong
side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a
discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be
set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington Fights Racism
AFRSteeringCommittee; Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:32:04 PM

Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me
the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I
actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only

behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever you are
that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the
community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed
out that there were several efforts to begin these community conversations and the
sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.

I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the
meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully " in front of the
entire meeting . I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to
identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an
organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these
important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like this,

what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This anonymity is a
dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton

Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s
DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email
you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight
members of our steering committee have always written and signed our public
statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.

Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding
to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people
had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons
we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work with you.
Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:

Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an
anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to
protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not sure
what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the
articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact and
data based and more diverse than those you might have read.

Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington
upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in and
near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private
market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way
private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning or in developers.
It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the private market will only
exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I
don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington for
the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We do not
have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs because
housing rentals to lower income people are a major part of the housing mix. There
has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable
housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property
has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard and is only
able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower
income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the
free market will adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of

their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some
form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the
volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of the
land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to
house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is
going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as well
as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the households in
Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small units suitable for
single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land
cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree about how high they should be
stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up such units at one per
standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you that
if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing and if we
set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people
now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the population, we
will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black individual or family.
That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to correct
me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would be terrific
to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and
current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the
same side. We just need to understand each other better. And I suggest we do that
through conversations like this, which are helped by losing the anonymity of
authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come
to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more
affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a

question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people
of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the
recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to
the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult
with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial
justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong
side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a
discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be
set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:48:01 PM

Yes, that would be helpful. Thanks, Kelly.
On Dec 16, 2020, at 4:43 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Jenny,
I didn't attend on Monday night. I checked the Zoom 2 account (where the DTG meetings
are set up on a recurring basis), but there isn't a recording there.
I can give a call to Katell (current co-chair) to get her account of what happened if that
would be helpful. Let me know.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 16:05:52 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
See question from Adam below.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Douglas Heim"
<DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:58:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine"
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very
inappropriate behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell
Guellec <askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL
sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you
know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward
me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task
Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the
meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching your
astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort
to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the
community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and
housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations
should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of
the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of
the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.

This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your
refusal to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is
NOT an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can
have these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you
attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you
don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil
discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are
making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last
Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to
respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been.
The eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed
our public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And
we would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knowshow-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and datadriven research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different
perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others have found
useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not
coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that
many busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so
dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that we
cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a
serious conversation with an anonymous writer, I will proceed and
am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought

gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in
Boston and in California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I
suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the articles on
Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more
fact and data based and more diverse than those you might have
read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable.
When Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures
of housing costs in the areas in and near Boston began to climb
rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private market, sooner
or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the
way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower
priced housing in the private market will only exist until someone
sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I don't
think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market
average in Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist
because it is in need of repair. We do not have an aggressive code
enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement
programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk
of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That
concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the
property has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is
seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I
don't think we want to limit the options of our lower income
residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are
exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them disappear
soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people
gentrified out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent
across the USA and deserves attention. The only way, short of a
communist takeover of private property, to address this is to build
new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some form
of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do
this, in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build
more density. The price of the land in Arlington is what drives the
price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to house more than a
one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is
going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the
land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of
housing, as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a
third (ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are occupied by just
one person? We need more small units suitable for single
occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just
to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see
the value of not lining up such units at one per standard size lot,
one story high?

One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it
occurred to you that if we are only in favor of a small number of
units of new affordable housing and if we set terms that give top
priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people now who
are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the
population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house
one Black individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile
with your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not
choose to correct me or add to my message and respond to you.
Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this dialogue. I
really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and current
practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be
on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are
helped by losing the anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not
come to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family
zoning designations automatically increases diversity or results in more
affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting
zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities,
as older, more affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus
it's not simply a question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords
refuse to admit people of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in
Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our community
we want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and
consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would
recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton

<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN
HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader:
"Housing is a racial justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming
down on the wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both
Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and have not
had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be set on
defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting
affordable housing options only to those who already live
here.... a predominantly white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Adam Chapdelaine
Douglas Heim
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:49:31 PM

Kelly didn't attend on Monday night. She checked the Zoom 2 account (where the DTG meetings are set
up on a recurring basis), but there isn't a recording there. I asked her to reach out to Katell (current cochair) to get a better sense of what happened at the meeting.

On Dec 16, 2020, at 3:58 PM, Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building
a community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very
inappropriate behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell
Guellec <askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL
sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know
the content is safe.
Wow.   

Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me
the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I
actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only
behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations
(whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a
conversation between AFR and others in the community with mutual
interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed out that
there were several efforts to begin these community conversations and the
sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the
meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the
entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal
to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an
organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these
important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like
this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent?
This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are
making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding
your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG
meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you
insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email
you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight
members of our steering committee have always written and signed our public
statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity
would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to
point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along
looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled
for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,”
and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While we welcome
suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the right to form our
own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to

your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had
hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we
had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work with you. Should
that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a
serious conversation with an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am
grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston
and in California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it
is too limited. I encourage you to read the articles on EquitableArlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact and data
based and more diverse than those you might have read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When
Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing
costs in the areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington
became desirable. With a private market, sooner or later, all the
market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way private markets
work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning or in developers.
It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the private
market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip
it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to
that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average
in Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is
in need of repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement
program for rental housing in Arlington. Other communities, like
Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs because housing
rentals to lower income people are a major part of the housing mix.
There has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally
occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not
real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b)
because the property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim
a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower
income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are
exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people
gentrified out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across
the USA and deserves attention. The only way, short of a communist
takeover of private property, to address this is to build new, safe, high
standard housing for people and offer some form of rental or home
ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the volume of
housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of
the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf
parcel needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to
only a one family house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order
to cover the price of the land.

Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of
housing, as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third
(ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are occupied by just one
person? We need more small units suitable for single occupants. To
minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land cost,
these units should be stacked. We can disagree about how high they
should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up
such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it
occurred to you that if we are only in favor of a small number of units
of new affordable housing and if we set terms that give top priority to
people now living in Arlington and if the people now who are Black
Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the population, we will
need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black individual or
family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not
choose to correct me or add to my message and respond to you.
Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really
believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and current practices as
we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the same
side. We just need to understand each other better. And I suggest we
do that through conversations like this, which are helped by losing the
anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come
to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning
restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older,
more affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply
a question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit
people of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the
recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we want
to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the

effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult with
as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN
HOUSING.

To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing
is a racial justice issue."
Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down
on the wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette
and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and have not had a
response.... yet. Your organization seems to be set on defining
Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable housing
options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly
white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:49:51 PM

Please don’t forward this email thread.
On Dec 16, 2020, at 4:43 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Jenny,
I didn't attend on Monday night. I checked the Zoom 2 account (where the DTG meetings
are set up on a recurring basis), but there isn't a recording there.
I can give a call to Katell (current co-chair) to get her account of what happened if that
would be helpful. Let me know.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 16:05:52 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
See question from Adam below.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Douglas Heim"
<DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:58:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine"
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very
inappropriate behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell
Guellec <askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL
sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you
know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward
me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task
Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the
meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching your
astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort
to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the
community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and
housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations
should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of
the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of
the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.

This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your
refusal to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is
NOT an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can
have these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you
attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you
don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil
discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are
making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last
Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to
respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been.
The eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed
our public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And
we would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knowshow-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and datadriven research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different
perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others have found
useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not
coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that
many busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so
dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that we
cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a
serious conversation with an anonymous writer, I will proceed and
am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought

gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in
Boston and in California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I
suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the articles on
Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more
fact and data based and more diverse than those you might have
read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable.
When Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures
of housing costs in the areas in and near Boston began to climb
rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private market, sooner
or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the
way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower
priced housing in the private market will only exist until someone
sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I don't
think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market
average in Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist
because it is in need of repair. We do not have an aggressive code
enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement
programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk
of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That
concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the
property has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is
seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I
don't think we want to limit the options of our lower income
residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are
exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them disappear
soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people
gentrified out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent
across the USA and deserves attention. The only way, short of a
communist takeover of private property, to address this is to build
new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some form
of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do
this, in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build
more density. The price of the land in Arlington is what drives the
price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to house more than a
one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is
going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the
land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of
housing, as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a
third (ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are occupied by just
one person? We need more small units suitable for single
occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just
to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see
the value of not lining up such units at one per standard size lot,
one story high?

One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it
occurred to you that if we are only in favor of a small number of
units of new affordable housing and if we set terms that give top
priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people now who
are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the
population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house
one Black individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile
with your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not
choose to correct me or add to my message and respond to you.
Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this dialogue. I
really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and current
practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be
on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are
helped by losing the anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not
come to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family
zoning designations automatically increases diversity or results in more
affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting
zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities,
as older, more affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus
it's not simply a question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords
refuse to admit people of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in
Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our community
we want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and
consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would
recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton

<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN
HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader:
"Housing is a racial justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming
down on the wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both
Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and have not
had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be set on
defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting
affordable housing options only to those who already live
here.... a predominantly white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lynema
Jenny Raitt
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:53:57 PM

Absolutely not.
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 16:49:34 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Please don’t forward this email thread.
On Dec 16, 2020, at 4:43 PM, Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Jenny,
I didn't attend on Monday night. I checked the Zoom 2 account (where the DTG
meetings are set up on a recurring basis), but there isn't a recording there.
I can give a call to Katell (current co-chair) to get her account of what happened if that
would be helpful. Let me know.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 16:05:52 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
See question from Adam below.
Jennifer Raitt

Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Douglas Heim"
<DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:58:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine"
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very
inappropriate behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell
Guellec <askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's
email system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize
the REAL sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets)
and you know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward

me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task
Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the
meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching your
astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my
effort to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the
community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and
housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations
should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording
of the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front
of the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your
refusal to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR
is NOT an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people
can have these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if
you attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others
you don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy
civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are
making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last
Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to
respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been.
The eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed
our public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And
we would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knowshow-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and datadriven research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different
perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others have found
useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not
coincide with yours.

Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that
many busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so
dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that
we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from
us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a
serious conversation with an anonymous writer, I will
proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in
Boston and in California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but
I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the articles
on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous,
more fact and data based and more diverse than those you might
have read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable.
When Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures
of housing costs in the areas in and near Boston began to climb
rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private market,
sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.
That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a
change in zoning or in developers. It has to do with
market forces. Lower priced housing in the private market will
only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and
build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to
that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market
average in Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist
because it is in need of repair. We do not have an aggressive
code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement
programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious
talk of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable housing".
That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the
property has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is
seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I
don't think we want to limit the options of our lower income
residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are
exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them disappear
soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people
gentrified out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent
across the USA and deserves attention. The only way, short of a
communist takeover of private property, to address this is to
build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some

form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to
do this, in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to
build more density. The price of the land in Arlington is what
drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to house
more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one
family house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to
cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type
of housing, as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a
third (ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are occupied by
just one person? We need more small units suitable for single
occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just
to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see
the value of not lining up such units at one per standard size lot,
one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it
occurred to you that if we are only in favor of a small number of
units of new affordable housing and if we set terms that give top
priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people now
who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the
population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house
one Black individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile
with your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not
choose to correct me or add to my message and respond to
you. Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this
dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy
and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each
other better. And I suggest we do that through conversations
like this, which are helped by losing the anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not
come to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family
zoning designations automatically increases diversity or results in more
affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting
zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities,

as older, more affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified.
Plus it's not simply a question of stock or price when the sellers and
landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin with as outlined as a
problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our
community we want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research
and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would
recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY
IN HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader:
"Housing is a racial justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming
down on the wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to
both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and
have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to
be set on defining Black people as poor people and also on
limiting affordable housing options only to those who already
live here.... a predominantly white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington Fights Racism
AFRSteeringCommittee; Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:37:40 PM

Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you actually at the
meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from Elizabeth to me. "I want to
apologize for the way I responded to Barbara tonight. It wasn't appropriate..... etc etc."
I took that as a gracious and sincere apology and I responded with thanks to Elizabeth.
Katell also thanked her for the apology.
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of communicating our
mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing, how we can
do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.
Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell
and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working

with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged
into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,
Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward
me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group.
I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The
only behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever
you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR
and others in the community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity
and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations should get
better acquainted. That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of
the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of
the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal
to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT
an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have
these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me
like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This
anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making
here.
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,

>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s
DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The
eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed our
public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our website:
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
>>
>>
>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many
busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of
the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work
with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with
an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in
California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I
encourage you to read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are
more numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse than those you
might have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When
Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the
areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With
a private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.

That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in
the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip
it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in
Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of
repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental
housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code
enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept
of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not
real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b) because the
property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't
think we want to limit the options of our lower income residents to substandard or
temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make
them disappear soon.
>>>
>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified
out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer
some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in
the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price
of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel
needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family
house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the
land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing,
as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not
lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to
you that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable
housing and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington
and if the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of
the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would
be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the
racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
>>>

>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>
>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>
>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to
the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more affordable
units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock
or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin
with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing
study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the
effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult with as
we develop our public stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.

>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>
>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a
racial justice issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the
wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to
open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems
to be set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington Fights Racism
AFRSteeringCommittee; Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:37:45 PM

Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you actually at the
meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from Elizabeth to me. "I want to
apologize for the way I responded to Barbara tonight. It wasn't appropriate..... etc etc."
I took that as a gracious and sincere apology and I responded with thanks to Elizabeth.
Katell also thanked her for the apology.
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of communicating our
mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing, how we can
do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.
Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell
and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working

with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged
into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,
Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward
me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group.
I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The
only behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever
you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR
and others in the community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity
and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations should get
better acquainted. That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of
the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of
the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal
to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT
an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have
these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me
like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This
anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making
here.
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,

>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s
DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The
eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed our
public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our website:
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
>>
>>
>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many
busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of
the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work
with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with
an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in
California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I
encourage you to read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are
more numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse than those you
might have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When
Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the
areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With
a private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.

That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in
the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip
it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in
Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of
repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental
housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code
enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept
of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not
real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b) because the
property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't
think we want to limit the options of our lower income residents to substandard or
temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make
them disappear soon.
>>>
>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified
out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer
some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in
the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price
of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel
needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family
house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the
land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing,
as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not
lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to
you that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable
housing and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington
and if the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of
the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would
be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the
racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
>>>

>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>
>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>
>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to
the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more affordable
units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock
or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin
with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing
study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the
effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult with as
we develop our public stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.

>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>
>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a
racial justice issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the
wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to
open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems
to be set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington Fights Racism
AFRSteeringCommittee; Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 6:37:45 PM

Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you actually at the
meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from Elizabeth to me. "I want to
apologize for the way I responded to Barbara tonight. It wasn't appropriate..... etc etc."
I took that as a gracious and sincere apology and I responded with thanks to Elizabeth.
Katell also thanked her for the apology.
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of communicating our
mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing, how we can
do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.
Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell
and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working

with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged
into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,
Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward
me the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group.
I actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The
only behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever
you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR
and others in the community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity
and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations should get
better acquainted. That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of
the meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of
the entire meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal
to identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT
an organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have
these important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me
like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This
anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making
here.
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,

>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s
DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR
email you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The
eight members of our steering committee have always written and signed our
public statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our website:
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
>>
>>
>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not
responding to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many
busy people had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of
the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work
with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with
an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought
gentrification to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in
California. I'm not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I
encourage you to read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are
more numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse than those you
might have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When
Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the
areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With
a private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.

That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in
zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in
the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip
it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in
Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of
repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental
housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code
enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept
of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not
real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b) because the
property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't
think we want to limit the options of our lower income residents to substandard or
temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make
them disappear soon.
>>>
>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified
out of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer
some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in
the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price
of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel
needs to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family
house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the
land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing,
as well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not
lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to
you that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable
housing and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington
and if the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of
the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would
be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the
racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
>>>

>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>
>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>
>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to
the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more affordable
units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock
or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin
with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing
study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington,
but understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the
effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult with as
we develop our public stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.

>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>
>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a
racial justice issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the
wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to
open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems
to be set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector
collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington Fights Racism
AFRSteeringCommittee; Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:31:53 PM

Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me
the night of the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I
actually COMPLIMENTED both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only

behavior that comes close to matching your astonishing accusations (whoever you are
that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the
community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed
out that there were several efforts to begin these community conversations and the
sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.

I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on
behalf of the Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the
meeting will demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully " in front of the
entire meeting . I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to
identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an
organization that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these
important conversations respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like this,

what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like silent? This anonymity is a
dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton

Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record
regarding your recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s
DTG meeting. We found your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since
you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email
you referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight
members of our steering committee have always written and signed our public
statements, and our names are listed on the homepage of our
website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.

Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed
anonymity would express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we
would like to point out that challenging others while bringing who-knows-howmany allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and
uncalled for. We are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven
research,” and accustomed to looking at issues from different perspectives. While
we welcome suggestions of materials others have found useful, we reserve the
right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding
to your letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people
had hoped to devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons
we had come together, has now convinced us that we cannot work with you.
Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:

Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an
anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to
protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not sure
what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the
articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact and
data based and more diverse than those you might have read.

Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington
upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in and
near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private
market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way
private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning or in developers.
It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the private market will only
exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I
don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington for
the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We do not
have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other
communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs because
housing rentals to lower income people are a major part of the housing mix. There
has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally occurring affordable
housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property
has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard and is only
able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower
income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the
free market will adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of

their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some
form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the
volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of the
land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to
house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is
going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as well
as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the households in
Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small units suitable for
single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land
cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree about how high they should be
stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up such units at one per
standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you that
if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing and if we
set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people
now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the population, we
will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black individual or family.
That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to correct
me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would be terrific
to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and
current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the
same side. We just need to understand each other better. And I suggest we do that
through conversations like this, which are helped by losing the anonymity of
authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism
steering committee have been researching and listening and we have not come
to the conclusion that increasing density by removing single-family zoning
designations automatically increases diversity or results in more affordable
housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions
actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more
affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a

question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people
of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the
recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we
want to make sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to
the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult
with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial
justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong
side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a
discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be
set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting affordable
housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly white
choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Juli Brazile
Scott Lever
dheim@town.arlington.ma.us; Greg Christiana; Adam Chapdelaine; Jenny Raitt; jhurd@town.arlington.ma.us
(Archive Copy) Re: Clarification on nominations to Police Review Study Committee CABS
Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:35:36 AM

The Moderator has three appointments and I read that process to be about his
request for applications and not a blanket process. But it will confuse people.
I added John Hurd because the Select Board has to convene the first meeting and
may be in a good position to help create a coordinated process for the multiple
groups making appointments.
Juli
Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 22, 2020, at 9:43 AM, Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
wrote:
Good morning Doug,
Members of our Diversity Task Group are reaching out to me and Greg
because they've seen the committee appointment process posted on the
Town website.  
Their understanding of the article is that the various groups expected to
be represented in the study group would be identifying and agreeing the
representatives on the Study committee.
The process on the website says to submit resumes to the Moderator by
December 31. It doesn't say anything about the process of vetting and
selecting those participants once submitted. The timeline for submission
of resumes is also aggressive given the season and the broad
representation sought. The wording leaves the impression that the
Moderator will be deciding the composition of the Study committee.  
Our standing committee is looking for clarification on the process as well
(Juli may have reached out to you).
I think this is a real important moment of credibility for the Study
committee with the community. I'm worried about the current wording
and unclear process not being in the spirit of the article, and potentially
seen as lacking transparency. I'm happy to discuss via zoom/ phone.  
Thanks so much!
Regards,
Scott  

Pursuant to Article 6 of the 2020 Special Town Meeting the Town has
formed a Police Civilian Advisory Board Study Committee (CABS
Committee). The CABS Committee is charged to study the creation of
alternative mechanisms for civilians to file complaints regarding police
interactions, considering various models including a police civilian review
board independent from the police department with the authority and
resources to receive and investigate complaints. The committee shall also
review police services, examine the experience of comparable
communities, and consider the potential impacts of pending legislation. It
is anticipated that the CABS Committee will begin work in January 2021
and it shall provide a report to the Town Meeting at the 2022 Annual Town
Meeting or any earlier Annual or Special Town Meeting, and/or other
appropriate administrative, management, or elected or appointed officials,
and then dissolve. The CABS will consist of Seventeen (17) members.
Three (3) of the members shall be Town Meeting Members to be
appointed by the Town Moderator. If you have an interest in serving on the
CABS Committee then please send your resume, qualifications and
reasons for wanting to serve on this committee to me at, 51 Irving St.,
Arlington MA. 02476, or by email to: jleone@town.arlington.ma.us . The
deadline for submitting an application is December 31, 2020.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Heim
"Juli Brazile"; "Scott Lever"
"Greg Christiana"; "Adam Chapdelaine"; "Jenny Raitt"; jhurd@town.arlington.ma.us
(Archive Copy) RE: Clarification on nominations to Police Review Study Committee CABS
Tuesday, December 22, 2020 4:56:37 PM

Good afternoon folks,
Just chiming in to say that I agree with Juli’s read. The advertisement is for the Moderator’s
appointments, not the entire Committee.
Douglas W. Heim
Arlington Town Counsel
50 Pleasant St
Arlington, MA 02476

Tel: (781) 316-3150
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
Confidentiality Notice: This communication and any attachments are intended solely for the intended
recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential and/or privileged attorney work product,
exempt or prohibited from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify this office by replying to the sender informing him that you are not the intended recipient
and then deleting this e-mail and any attachment(s). Please be advised that if you are not the intended
recipient(s) you are prohibited from any use, dissemination, copying or storage of this communication.

From: Juli Brazile [mailto:juli@brazile.net]
Sent: Tuesday, December 22, 2020 10:35 AM
To: Scott Lever
Cc: dheim@town.arlington.ma.us; Greg Christiana; Adam Chapdelaine; Jenny Raitt;
jhurd@town.arlington.ma.us
Subject: Re: Clarification on nominations to Police Review Study Committee CABS

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do
not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email
address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.

The Moderator has three appointments and I read that process to be about his request for
applications and not a blanket process. But it will confuse people.
I added John Hurd because the Select Board has to convene the first meeting and may be in a
good position to help create a coordinated process for the multiple groups making
appointments.
Juli
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 22, 2020, at 9:43 AM, Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com> wrote:
Good morning Doug,
Members of our Diversity Task Group are reaching out to me and Greg because
they've seen the committee appointment process posted on the Town website.
Their understanding of the article is that the various groups expected to be
represented in the study group would be identifying and agreeing the
representatives on the Study committee.
The process on the website says to submit resumes to the Moderator by
December 31. It doesn't say anything about the process of vetting and selecting
those participants once submitted. The timeline for submission of resumes is
also aggressive given the season and the broad representation sought. The
wording leaves the impression that the Moderator will be deciding the
composition of the Study committee.
Our standing committee is looking for clarification on the process as well (Juli
may have reached out to you).
I think this is a real important moment of credibility for the Study committee
with the community. I'm worried about the current wording and unclear process
not being in the spirit of the article, and potentially seen as lacking transparency.
I'm happy to discuss via zoom/ phone.
Thanks so much!
Regards,
Scott

Pursuant to Article 6 of the 2020 Special Town Meeting the Town has formed a
Police Civilian Advisory Board Study Committee (CABS Committee). The
CABS Committee is charged to study the creation of alternative mechanisms for
civilians to file complaints regarding police interactions, considering various
models including a police civilian review board independent from the police
department with the authority and resources to receive and investigate
complaints. The committee shall also review police services, examine the
experience of comparable communities, and consider the potential impacts of
pending legislation. It is anticipated that the CABS Committee will begin work in
January 2021 and it shall provide a report to the Town Meeting at the 2022
Annual Town Meeting or any earlier Annual or Special Town Meeting, and/or
other appropriate administrative, management, or elected or appointed officials,
and then dissolve. The CABS will consist of Seventeen (17) members. Three (3)

of the members shall be Town Meeting Members to be appointed by the Town
Moderator. If you have an interest in serving on the CABS Committee then
please send your resume, qualifications and reasons for wanting to serve on this
committee to me at, 51 Irving St., Arlington MA. 02476, or by email
to: jleone@town.arlington.ma.us . The deadline for submitting an application is
December 31, 2020.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington DTG
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:32:14 AM

KatellThank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure you know
that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14 meeting. I would
like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your table can be respectfully
heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG meetings to talk about the
possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide conversation on affordable housing,
Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able to speak and at subsequent meetings
under your guidance, I found I could not be heard and the idea I worked so hard for,
died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring a
community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue did, as I
recall, come up during the past year before it died away.
I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing in the
strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you showed
considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had caused you to
think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by fire" for you. But I
hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a community leader so you
will be more able to control situations that vere into "unsafe" behaviors by participants. I
wish the best for you, the community needs strong leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton

****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
  AssetStewardship.com
twitter:   @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being
shared with our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all
her time and support of our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or
corrections with me. Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Arlington DTG
Barbara Thornton
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 1:12:29 PM
Draft DTG annual report 2020.pdf

Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the suggestion to add to the annual report. Attached is a new version
with that included, which I definitely remember coming up at DTG meetings.
I am happy to create more opportunities for affordable housing to be on the agenda
at future meetings. I hope you will find support among members to help you with
this work. Perhaps at next Monday's meeting, when we discuss creating DTG
subcommittees, we can determine where housing concerns fit into that division of
labor.
All best,
Katell
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:31 AM Barbara Thornton
<barbarathornton1@gmail.com> wrote:
Katell-

Thank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure you
know that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14 meeting. I
would like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your table can be
respectfully heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG meetings to talk
about the possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide conversation on affordable
housing, Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able to speak and at subsequent
meetings under your guidance, I found I could not be heard and the idea I worked so
hard for, died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring a
community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue did, as I
recall, come up during the past year before it died away.
I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing in the
strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you showed
considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had caused you to
think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by fire" for you. But I
hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a community leader so
you will be more able to control situations that vere into "unsafe" behaviors by
participants. I wish the best for you, the community needs strong leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton

****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
  AssetStewardship.com
twitter:   @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG
<diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being
shared with our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for
all her time and support of our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or
corrections with me. Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Arlington DTG
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 3:17:11 PM

KatellThank you so much. That is a very kind and generous gesture.
So many of the housing related issues facing Arlington have complicated solutions, not
easily understood at first glance. I would very much appreciate the opportunity to share
some of these opportunities with you and DTG from time to time. First on my agenda is
the Accessory Dwelling Units legislation. It has been criticized by some who take an
overly simplistic view of it as unacceptable because it is not specifically targeted for/
restricted to people who are officially, by government standards, below a certain income
level.
However, the units will be smaller, about 900 s/f. And this automatically translates to a
lower cost unit just based on size. The units will also be part of an existing home,
perhaps sharing the same basic entryway. It is not fair to homeowners who undertake
themselves, what might be a $100K expense in order to build an ADU and then not be
able to use it for a family member or friend. I anticipate that these units will be used for
an elderly parent or an adult child who may not be capable of independent living. I also
anticipate that the homeowners who decide on this investment will be incentivized, in
part, by the need to have some income. They are most likely to be homeowners with
children who have grown and moved away, leaving extra space; older homeowners facing
a fixed income, the wish to continue to live in Arlington and the need for some additional
revenue to pay the growing property taxes.
Anyway... just one example. I look forward to staying in touch during the new year.
Best,
Barbara Thornton

****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
  AssetStewardship.com
twitter:   @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the suggestion to add to the annual report. Attached is a new
version with that included, which I definitely remember coming up at DTG
meetings.
I am happy to create more opportunities for affordable housing to be on the
agenda at future meetings. I hope you will find support among members to help
you with this work. Perhaps at next Monday's meeting, when we discuss creating
DTG subcommittees, we can determine where housing concerns fit into that
division of labor.

All best,
Katell
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:31 AM Barbara Thornton
<barbarathornton1@gmail.com> wrote:
Katell-

Thank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure you
know that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14 meeting.
I would like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your table can be
respectfully heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG meetings to
talk about the possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide conversation on
affordable housing, Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able to speak and at
subsequent meetings under your guidance, I found I could not be heard and the idea
I worked so hard for, died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring a
community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue did, as
I recall, come up during the past year before it died away.
I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing in
the strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you
showed considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had
caused you to think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by
fire" for you. But I hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a
community leader so you will be more able to control situations that vere into
"unsafe" behaviors by participants. I wish the best for you, the community needs
strong leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton

****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
  AssetStewardship.com
twitter:   @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG
<diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is
being shared with our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank
Kelly for all her time and support of our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or
corrections with me. Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lynette
Arlington DTG
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Wednesday, January 6, 2021 2:27:17 PM

Looks great! :) Thanks for all your hard work.
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being
shared with our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all
her time and support of our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or
corrections with me. Thank you.
All best,
Katell
-Pronouns: she/her/hers

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dray
Adam Chapdelaine
Scott Lever; Kelly Lynema; Greg Christiana; John Hurd
(Archive Copy) Re: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status
Saturday, December 19, 2020 5:57:54 PM

Hi Adam,
Thank you for clarifying. I apologize if I missed that email acknowledging receipt, I
am unable to locate it. I appreciate learning in this email what the timeline is. It is
very helpful information.
I look forward to hearing from you in the New Year.
Best,
Elizabeth
On Sat, Dec 19, 2020 at 9:41 AM Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Scott,
Thank you for writing about this matter. As I am sure you are aware, there is an
Advisory Committee for Envision Arlington as well as the Standing Committee. Monday's
agenda item is for the Board to name a new designee, from the Board, to the Advisory
Committee.  
Contrary to Ms. Dray's claims regarding my responsiveness, I responded to her
acknowledging her submission expressing interest in serving on the Envision Arlington
Standing Committee the day after receiving it. We will work to process her application for
the Standing Committee in the coming weeks and hope to have a decision made shortly
after the turn of the calendar year.
Thank you again for writing about this matter and I hope that enjoy the weekend.
Best,
Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>, Adam Chapdelaine <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>, Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 2020 17:49:47 -0500
Subject: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status

CAUTION:

This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click links or open

attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know
the content is safe.
Hello Kelly and Adam,
I believe there is one open seat and it's a Town Manager nominated seat.
I'm writing to inquire about Elizabeth's letter for nomination to the Standing Committee submitted to Adam.

Elizabeth hasn't heard regarding her letter and she noticed a related item on the SB agenda for Monday.
Is there going to be a selection for this seat discussed at SB Monday?
Thanks for any information!
Have a great weekend
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dray
Adam Chapdelaine
Scott Lever; Kelly Lynema; Greg Christiana; John Hurd
(Archive Copy) Re: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status
Sunday, January 10, 2021 8:06:46 PM

Hi Adam,
Happy New Year.
I am following up on the email below regarding my application to serve on the
Envision Arlington Standing Committee submitted October, 2020
I look forward to hearing from you now that we are in the new calendar year.
Thank you,
Elizabeth
On Sat, Dec 19, 2020 at 9:41 AM Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Scott,
Thank you for writing about this matter. As I am sure you are aware, there is an
Advisory Committee for Envision Arlington as well as the Standing Committee. Monday's
agenda item is for the Board to name a new designee, from the Board, to the Advisory
Committee.  
Contrary to Ms. Dray's claims regarding my responsiveness, I responded to her
acknowledging her submission expressing interest in serving on the Envision Arlington
Standing Committee the day after receiving it. We will work to process her application for
the Standing Committee in the coming weeks and hope to have a decision made shortly
after the turn of the calendar year.
Thank you again for writing about this matter and I hope that enjoy the weekend.
Best,
Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>, Adam Chapdelaine <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>, Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 2020 17:49:47 -0500
Subject: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status

CAUTION:

This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click links or open

attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know
the content is safe.
Hello Kelly and Adam,
I believe there is one open seat and it's a Town Manager nominated seat.
I'm writing to inquire about Elizabeth's letter for nomination to the Standing Committee submitted to Adam.
Elizabeth hasn't heard regarding her letter and she noticed a related item on the SB agenda for Monday.

Is there going to be a selection for this seat discussed at SB Monday?
Thanks for any information!
Have a great weekend
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Scott Lever
Elizabeth Dray
Adam Chapdelaine; Kelly Lynema; Greg Christiana; John Hurd
(Archive Copy) Re: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status
Sunday, January 10, 2021 10:45:31 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
In a recent discussion with Adam, we agreed to wait to fill the open seat until our
advisory board meeting in February. The idea being that session could influence the
direction and needs. The delay doesn’t preclude a discussion about the position
between you and Adam but that’s his call on timing.
Scott

On Jan 10, 2021, at 8:06 PM, Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Adam,
Happy New Year.
I am following up on the email below regarding my application to serve
on the Envision Arlington Standing Committee submitted October, 2020
I look forward to hearing from you now that we are in the new calendar
year.
Thank you,
Elizabeth
On Sat, Dec 19, 2020 at 9:41 AM Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Scott,
Thank you for writing about this matter. As I am sure you are aware, there is
an Advisory Committee for Envision Arlington as well as the Standing
Committee. Monday's agenda item is for the Board to name a new designee,
from the Board, to the Advisory Committee.  
Contrary to Ms. Dray's claims regarding my responsiveness, I responded to her
acknowledging her submission expressing interest in serving on the Envision
Arlington Standing Committee the day after receiving it. We will work to
process her application for the Standing Committee in the coming weeks and
hope to have a decision made shortly after the turn of the calendar year.
Thank you again for writing about this matter and I hope that enjoy the
weekend.
Best,
Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476

(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>, Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>, Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 2020 17:49:47 -0500
Subject: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status

CAUTION:

This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click links

or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the From: line in "<
>" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Hello Kelly and Adam,
I believe there is one open seat and it's a Town Manager nominated seat.
I'm writing to inquire about Elizabeth's letter for nomination to the Standing Committee submitted to Adam.
Elizabeth hasn't heard regarding her letter and she noticed a related item on the SB agenda for Monday.
Is there going to be a selection for this seat discussed at SB Monday?
Thanks for any information!
Have a great weekend
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dray
Scott Lever
Adam Chapdelaine; Kelly Lynema; Greg Christiana; John Hurd
(Archive Copy) Re: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status
Monday, January 11, 2021 11:59:19 AM

Hi Scott,
Thanks for the email. I'm wondering if you can help me understand a little more.
Your email is fairly cryptic. What typically happens at the February session, or is
scheduled to happen at this February session, that could influence the direction and
needs of the Envision Standing Committee?
Thanks for helping me understand.
I would still like to discuss the position with Adam.
Thanks
Elizabeth
617-584-9428
On Sun, Jan 10, 2021 at 10:44 PM Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Elizabeth,
In a recent discussion with Adam, we agreed to wait to fill the open seat until our
advisory board meeting in February. The idea being that session could influence
the direction and needs. The delay doesn’t preclude a discussion about the
position between you and Adam but that’s his call on timing.
Scott

On Jan 10, 2021, at 8:06 PM, Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Adam,
Happy New Year.
I am following up on the email below regarding my application to serve
on the Envision Arlington Standing Committee submitted October, 2020
I look forward to hearing from you now that we are in the new
calendar year.
Thank you,
Elizabeth
On Sat, Dec 19, 2020 at 9:41 AM Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Scott,
Thank you for writing about this matter. As I am sure you are aware, there
is an Advisory Committee for Envision Arlington as well as the Standing
Committee. Monday's agenda item is for the Board to name a new designee,
from the Board, to the Advisory Committee.  
Contrary to Ms. Dray's claims regarding my responsiveness, I responded to

her acknowledging her submission expressing interest in serving on the
Envision Arlington Standing Committee the day after receiving it. We will
work to process her application for the Standing Committee in the coming
weeks and hope to have a decision made shortly after the turn of the
calendar year.
Thank you again for writing about this matter and I hope that enjoy the
weekend.
Best,
Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>, Adam Chapdelaine
<AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>, Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 2020 17:49:47 -0500
Subject: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status

CAUTION:

This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click

links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the From:
line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Hello Kelly and Adam,
I believe there is one open seat and it's a Town Manager nominated seat.
I'm writing to inquire about Elizabeth's letter for nomination to the Standing Committee submitted to Adam.
Elizabeth hasn't heard regarding her letter and she noticed a related item on the SB agenda for Monday.
Is there going to be a selection for this seat discussed at SB Monday?
Thanks for any information!
Have a great weekend
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Chapdelaine
Scott Lever; Kelly Lynema
Elizabeth Dray; Greg Christiana; jhurd@town.arlington.ma.us
(Archive Copy) Re: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status
Saturday, December 19, 2020 9:41:20 AM

Hi Scott,
Thank you for writing about this matter. As I am sure you are aware, there is an
Advisory Committee for Envision Arlington as well as the Standing Committee. Monday's
agenda item is for the Board to name a new designee, from the Board, to the Advisory
Committee.  
Contrary to Ms. Dray's claims regarding my responsiveness, I responded to her
acknowledging her submission expressing interest in serving on the Envision Arlington
Standing Committee the day after receiving it. We will work to process her application for
the Standing Committee in the coming weeks and hope to have a decision made shortly after
the turn of the calendar year.
Thank you again for writing about this matter and I hope that enjoy the weekend.
Best,
Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: Scott Lever <scottblever@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>, Adam Chapdelaine <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>, Greg Christiana <maxuser@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, 18 Dec 2020 17:49:47 -0500
Subject: Envision Arlington Standing Committee Nomination Status

CAUTION:

This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click links or open

attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know
the content is safe.
Hello Kelly and Adam,
I believe there is one open seat and it's a Town Manager nominated seat.
I'm writing to inquire about Elizabeth's letter for nomination to the Standing Committee submitted to Adam.
Elizabeth hasn't heard regarding her letter and she noticed a related item on the SB agenda for Monday.
Is there going to be a selection for this seat discussed at SB Monday?
Thanks for any information!
Have a great weekend
Scott

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Thornton
Jenny Raitt
Adam Chapdelaine; Jillian Harvey; Lenard Diggins; Greg Christiana
(Archive Copy) Re: Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections
Friday, December 18, 2020 8:01:57 PM

JennyThanks for getting back to me. I'm very sorry to hear there is no recording. The
meeting was effectively hijacked to allow for a vote to make DTG a sponsor of AFR's
activities. It was amazing, even unbelievable, to watch.
I also spoke to Len Diggins about it earlier today as I thought he was a co-chair of
Envision, which he is not. But I'm ccing him here. I am also including Greg Christiana
whom I had also bcc'd on my response to AFR letter.  
While I was prepared to be a "martyr" to publicize AFR's behavior, Len has convinced me
that would not accomplish much.  
The bigger issue is the protection of DTG - to make it a "safe" place for everyone to
discuss issues of diversity, to make sure the chair can manage meetings to keep them
"safe" - not allowing them to be hijacked, and to not allow political organizations to claim
DTG as a sponsor of their activities.
Please let me know if I can provide you with additional information.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Thu, Dec 17, 2020 at 9:33 AM Jenny Raitt <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
wrote:
Barbara,

I appreciate you reaching out regarding this matter and bringing this issue forward. I'm sorry to learn
about these exchanges and your experience.
We will follow up with chairs of Envision Arlington. Please note that there is not a Zoom recording of
the meeting (recordings are typically done for the creation of meeting minutes, but are not required).
Thank you,
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*

From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Jenny Raitt <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Adam Chapdelaine <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>, Jillian Harvey
<jharvey@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 19:09:11 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in
the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
JennyI like to think I'm on the "tough cookie" end of the spectrum. But I find the AFR's
attacks on me to be personally intimidating. Let's set that aside. This group is, imho,
dangerous for Arlington. Their process of operating, the secrecy, the distortion of the
truth and their reliance on insisting that they are fighting to provide a "safe"
environment for those they designate as "too weak to speak for themselves" adds up
to poison in an open democracy and a healthy civic discourse.
Chris Dimeo did very clearly hijack the meeting to get a vote forcing the official
sponsorship by DTG of the AFR community conversations series.
I respectfully ask that you consider the following three requests:
1. Get a copy of that zoom meeting recording, DTG, Dec. 14, watch it and hold
onto it.
2. Provide Katell with some serious training, support and guidance in how to
manage a town sponsored organization.
3. Establish clear policy protections so that organizations like DTG , which
represents the Town, can not be forced (that is what happened) to give
sponsorship to just any organizations or events in Town.
I want to repeat what I've said to AFR. They do an impressive job of organizing.
They are able to do outreach and bring new voices into the townwide conversations
on issues around race and diversity. But, as one of the DTG members very bravely
said at the meeting, AFR has two sides and DTG should not be offering a sponsorship
without knowing which side of AFR is going to appear.
Please do watch this group, DTG, carefully and protect them, and their constituents,
from further abuse by AFR. I speak as a "victim of abuse" here.
If you have any suggestions on how I could be more helpful in standing up to this
group's current behavior, please let me know.
Barbara Thornton

***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:37 PM

Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell Guellec
<askKatell@gmail.com>
Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you actually at
the meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from Elizabeth to me. "I
want to apologize for the way I responded to Barbara tonight. It wasn't
appropriate..... etc etc." I took that as a gracious and sincere apology and I
responded with thanks to Elizabeth. Katell also thanked her for the apology.  
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of communicating
our mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing, how we
can do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.
Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell
and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working
with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged
into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,

Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me the night of
the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED
both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching
your astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a
conversation between AFR and others in the community with mutual interests in race, social
justice, diversity and housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these
community conversations and the sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted.
That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on behalf of the
Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the meeting will demonstrate
that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the entire
meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to identify the
actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an organization that believes in
maintaining “safe” places where people can have these important conversations respectfully. I
am concerned that if you attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you
don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,
>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding your
recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your
letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email you
referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight members of our
steering committee have always written and signed our public statements, and our names are
listed on the homepage of our website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity would
express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to point out that
challenging others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
>>
>>

>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled for. We
are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed to
looking at issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others
have found useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide
with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to your
letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped to devote to
other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now
convinced us that we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from
us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an anonymous
writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to protect
current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not sure what you are
reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the articles on EquitableArlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse
than those you might have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington upgraded
all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in and near Boston began
to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private market, sooner or later, all the
market rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do
with a change in zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing
in the private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a
McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington for the
size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We do not have an
aggressive code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other communities, like
Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income
people are a major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept
of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists
because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard
and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower
income residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market
will adjust and make them disappear soon.
>>>
>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of their
homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves attention. The only way,
short of a communist takeover of private property, to address this is to build new, safe, high
standard housing for people and offer some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the
only way to do this, in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density.
The price of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to
house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is going to
have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as well as by
its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are
occupied by just one person? We need more small units suitable for single occupants. To
minimize the amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land cost, these units should be

stacked. We can disagree about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the
value of not lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you that if we
are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing and if we set terms that
give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people now who are Black Arlington
residents represent less than 3% of the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order
to house one Black individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to correct me or
add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this
dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and current practices as we find
them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the same side. We just need to understand
each other better. And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>
>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>
>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism steering
committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to the conclusion that
increasing density by removing single-family zoning designations automatically increases diversity
or results in more affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting
zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more
affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock or
price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin with as outlined as a
problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we want to make sure
we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field
that you would recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>

>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.
>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>
>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial justice
issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong side of
this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and have
not had a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be set on defining Black people as poor
people and also on limiting affordable housing options only to those who already live here.... a
predominantly white choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Barbara Thornton
Adam Chapdelaine; Jillian Harvey
(Archive Copy) Re: Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections
Thursday, December 17, 2020 9:33:37 AM

Barbara,
I appreciate you reaching out regarding this matter and bringing this issue forward. I'm sorry to learn
about these exchanges and your experience.
We will follow up with chairs of Envision Arlington. Please note that there is not a Zoom recording of the
meeting (recordings are typically done for the creation of meeting minutes, but are not required).
Thank you,
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Jenny Raitt <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
Cc: Adam Chapdelaine <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>, Jillian Harvey
<jharvey@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 19:09:11 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
JennyI like to think I'm on the "tough cookie" end of the spectrum. But I find the AFR's
attacks on me to be personally intimidating. Let's set that aside. This group is, imho,
dangerous for Arlington. Their process of operating, the secrecy, the distortion of the
truth and their reliance on insisting that they are fighting to provide a "safe"
environment for those they designate as "too weak to speak for themselves" adds up to
poison in an open democracy and a healthy civic discourse.
Chris Dimeo did very clearly hijack the meeting to get a vote forcing the official
sponsorship by DTG of the AFR community conversations series.
I respectfully ask that you consider the following three requests:
1. Get a copy of that zoom meeting recording, DTG, Dec. 14, watch it and hold
onto it.
2. Provide Katell with some serious training, support and guidance in how to
manage a town sponsored organization.
3. Establish clear policy protections so that organizations like DTG , which
represents the Town, can not be forced (that is what happened) to give
sponsorship to just any organizations or events in Town.

I want to repeat what I've said to AFR. They do an impressive job of organizing. They
are able to do outreach and bring new voices into the townwide conversations on issues
around race and diversity. But, as one of the DTG members very bravely said at the
meeting, AFR has two sides and DTG should not be offering a sponsorship without
knowing which side of AFR is going to appear.
Please do watch this group, DTG, carefully and protect them, and their constituents,
from further abuse by AFR. I speak as a "victim of abuse" here.
If you have any suggestions on how I could be more helpful in standing up to this
group's current behavior, please let me know.
Barbara Thornton

***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
Date: Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:37 PM
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell Guellec
<askKatell@gmail.com>
Really? Again?
I understand that you are now trying to intimidate me. Were all 8 of you actually at the
meeting Monday night? I clearly heard an apology from Elizabeth to me. "I want to
apologize for the way I responded to Barbara tonight. It wasn't appropriate..... etc
etc." I took that as a gracious and sincere apology and I responded with thanks to
Elizabeth. Katell also thanked her for the apology.
I have only ever tried to reach out to your group to explore ways of communicating our
mutual interests on behalf of the town. This is the response I get.
Really? Can we please just talk about racism, Arlington, diversity, housing, how we can
do what's good for the town... and not these personal attacks on me?
Barbara Thornton

On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 6:14 PM Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Barbara,
A couple of clarifications. Please note again, that when
correspondence is signed by the Arlington Fights Racism Steering
Committee, that means that the eight of us have drafted, collaborated
and approved a response to you. As referenced in our response to you
below, it is not anonymous.
Also, please note that Elizabeth Dray's apology was directed to Katell

and to the community members at the DTG meeting on Monday night who
were subjected to listening to her defense of AFR as a direct result
of your inappropriate use of that forum. The apology was inot
directed at you. There are no regrets or apologies for anything that
was said to you at that meeting. The only regret is engaging in that
discussion at all in that space, because as stated below it was an
"outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped
to devote to other matters."
It is also inappropriate etiquette for you to share this email
discourse with Katell who was not originally cc:d, is not part of AFR,
and does not need to have her time spent dragged into your quarrels.
When we said we found your letter bullying, that was all of us
responding after we read what you wrote, and saw how you encouraged a
blind group of others to dogpile on. We will not be engaging in this
discussion with you beyond this email. This latest response from you
further demonstrates that you are not looking to reflect or even
process these emails. When we say we are not interested in working
with you in the wake of the aforementioned, we mean it.
Katell, once again AFR would like to apologize for your being dragged
into an irrelevant discussion that in no way reflects on either you
nor our appreciation for the DTG.
Sincerely,
Melanie Brown, emailing on behalf of
the Arlington Fights Racism Steering Committee
https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 3:31 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
>
> Wow.
>
> Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me the night of
the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both
AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching your
astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort to encourage a conversation
between AFR and others in the community with mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and
housing. I pointed out that there were several efforts to begin these community conversations and
the sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.
>
> I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on behalf of the
Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the meeting will demonstrate
that is all I did.
>
> I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the entire
meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
>
> This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to identify the
actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an organization that believes in
maintaining “safe” places where people can have these important conversations respectfully. I am
concerned that if you attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep others you don't like
silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil discourse.
>
> Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
>
> Barbara Thornton

>
>
> Barbara Thornton
>
> On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>
>> Dear Barbara,
>>
>> In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding your recent
letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter
offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
>>
>>
>>
>> First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email you
referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight members of our
steering committee have always written and signed our public statements, and our names are listed
on the homepage of our website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
>>
>> Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity would
express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to point out that
challenging others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
>>
>>
>>
>> Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled for. We are
all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed to looking
at issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others have found
useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
>>
>> Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to your letter
was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped to devote to other
matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now convinced us
that we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
>>
>> Yours truly,
>> The AFR Steering Committee
>>
>>
>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
>>>
>>> Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an anonymous
writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
>>> I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to protect
current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not sure what you are reading,
but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I
suggest they are more numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse than those you might
have read.
>>>
>>> Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington upgraded all
our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in and near Boston began to
climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a private market, sooner or later, all the market
rate housing will climb in cost. That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a
change in zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the
private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a
McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
>>>
>>> In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington for the size

and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We do not have an aggressive
code enforcement program for rental housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have
excellent code enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a major
part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally occurring
affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property has
yet to be flipped or b) because the property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a
lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower income residents to substandard
or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them
disappear soon.
>>>
>>> One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of their
homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves attention. The only way,
short of a communist takeover of private property, to address this is to build new, safe, high
standard housing for people and offer some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the
only way to do this, in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The
price of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to house
more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house, it is going to have to be a
McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
>>>
>>> Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as well as by its
occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the households in Arlington are occupied
by just one person? We need more small units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the
amount of cost per unit devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can
disagree about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not lining up
such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
>>>
>>> One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you that if we are
only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing and if we set terms that give top
priority to people now living in Arlington and if the people now who are Black Arlington residents
represent less than 3% of the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house
one Black individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist" message!
>>>
>>> I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to correct me or add
to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would be terrific to continue this
dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the racist legacy and current practices as we find
them in Arlington. For that, we should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each
other better. And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by losing
the anonymity of authorship.
>>>
>>> Thanks,
>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>
>>>
>>> ***************
>>>
>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>
>>> 617.699.2213
>>>
>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>
>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>
>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>
>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism

<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
>>>>
>>>> Dear Barbara,
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
have been researching and listening and we have not come to the conclusion that increasing density
by removing single-family zoning designations automatically increases diversity or results in more
affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting zoning restrictions actually
reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more affordable units are generally the first
to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords
refuse to admit people of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent
Suffolk University Housing study.
>>>>
>>>> AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but understanding
the importance of low income housing in our community we want to make sure we dedicate the
appropriate research and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you would
recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
>>>>
>>>> Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
>>>>
>>>> Sincerely,
>>>>
>>>> Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
>>>>
>>>> On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
>>>>>
>>>>> Thanks for asking for my input.
>>>>>
>>>>> Most important:
>>>>>
>>>>> REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
>>>>> To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial justice issue."
>>>>>
>>>>> Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong side of this
issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to open a discussion and have not had
a response.... yet. Your organization seems to be set on defining Black people as poor people and
also on limiting affordable housing options only to those who already live here.... a predominantly
white choice.
>>>>>
>>>>> I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
>>>>>
>>>>> Best regards,
>>>>> Barbara Thornton
>>>>>
>>>>>
>>>>> ***************
>>>>>
>>>>> BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
>>>>>
>>>>> 617.699.2213
>>>>>
>>>>> AssetStewardship.com
>>>>>
>>>>> @assetstewards LinkedIn
>>>>>
>>>>> Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
>>>>>
>>>>> of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Chapdelaine
Jenny Raitt; Douglas Heim
(Archive Copy) Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 3:58:36 PM

Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very inappropriate
behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell Guellec
<askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in
the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me the night of the
public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED both
AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes close to matching
your astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my effort to
encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the community with mutual
interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed out that there were
several efforts to begin these community conversations and the sponsors of such
conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on behalf of the

Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the meeting will demonstrate
that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the entire
meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to identify
the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an organization that believes
in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these important conversations respectfully. I
am concerned that if you attack me like this, what are you prepared to do to keep
others you don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in healthy civil
discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton
Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding your recent
letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found your letter
offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email you referenced
in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight members of our steering
committee have always written and signed our public statements, and our names are listed on
the homepage of our website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity would
express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to point out that
challenging others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled for. We are all
professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed to looking at
issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials others have found
useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to your letter
was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped to devote to other
matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together, has now convinced
us that we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with an
anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification to
protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm not
sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you to read
the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more numerous, more
fact and data based and more diverse than those you might have read.

Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When Arlington
upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in the areas in
and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became desirable. With a
private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing will climb in cost.
That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do with a change in zoning
or in developers. It has to do with market forces. Lower priced housing in the
private market will only exist until someone sees an opportunity to buy it, flip it
and build a McMansion. I don't think either of us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in Arlington
for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of repair. We
do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental housing in
Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code enforcement
programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a major part of the
housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the concept of "naturally
occurring affordable housing". That concept is only temporary, not real. It exists
because a) the property has yet to be flipped or b) because the property is
seriously substandard and is only able to claim a lower rent. I don't think we want
to limit the options of our lower income residents to substandard or temporary
housing. If there are exceptions, the free market will adjust and make them
disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out of
their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer some
form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do this, in the
volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more density. The price of
the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the homes. A 6K sf parcel needs
to house more than a one family house. If it is limited to only a one family house,
it is going to have to be a McMansion in order to cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as
well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of not
lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you
that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable housing
and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in Arlington and if
the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent less than 3% of the
population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to house one Black
individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with your "anti-racist"
message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it would
be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to reduce the
racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington. For that, we
should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each other better.
And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which are helped by
losing the anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,

Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
have been researching and listening and we have not come to the conclusion that increasing
density by removing single-family zoning designations automatically increases diversity or
results in more affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have read notes that lifting
zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for minorities, as older, more
affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's not simply a question of stock
or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit people of color to begin with
as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but understanding
the importance of low income housing in our community we want to make sure we dedicate
the appropriate research and consideration to the effort. Is there anyone in the field that you
would recommend we consult with as we develop our public stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN HOUSING.
To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a racial
justice issue."

Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the wrong
side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to try to
open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your organization
seems to be set on defining Black people as poor people and also on limiting
affordable housing options only to those who already live here.... a
predominantly white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton

***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Adam Chapdelaine
Jenny Raitt
(Archive Copy) Re: Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 3:07:37 PM

Thank you.

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 07 Jan 2021 14:54:58 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020

Also fyi.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 07 Jan 2021 13:13:26 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
FYI
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
To: Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:11:42 -0500
Subject: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in
the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.

Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the suggestion to add to the annual report. Attached is a new version with that
included, which I definitely remember coming up at DTG meetings.
I am happy to create more opportunities for affordable housing to be on the agenda at future
meetings. I hope you will find support among members to help you with this work. Perhaps at
next Monday's meeting, when we discuss creating DTG subcommittees, we can determine where
housing concerns fit into that division of labor.
All best,
Katell
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:31 AM Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com> wrote:
KatellThank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure
you know that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14
meeting. I would like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your
table can be respectfully heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG
meetings to talk about the possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide
conversation on affordable housing, Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able
to speak and at subsequent meetings under your guidance, I found I could not be
heard and the idea I worked so hard for, died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring
a community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue
did, as I recall, come up during the past year before it died away.
I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing
in the strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you
showed considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had
caused you to think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by
fire" for you. But I hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a
community leader so you will be more able to control situations that vere into
"unsafe" behaviors by participants. I wish the best for you, the community needs
strong leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton
****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
AssetStewardship.com
twitter: @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being shared with
our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all her time and support of
our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or corrections with me.
Thank you.

All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jenny Raitt
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
Thursday, January 7, 2021 2:57:45 PM

Interesting. Thank you.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 07 Jan 2021 13:13:26 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
FYI
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com>
To: Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:11:42 -0500
Subject: Re: DTG Annual Report -- 2020
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in
the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for the suggestion to add to the annual report. Attached is a new version with that
included, which I definitely remember coming up at DTG meetings.
I am happy to create more opportunities for affordable housing to be on the agenda at future
meetings. I hope you will find support among members to help you with this work. Perhaps at next
Monday's meeting, when we discuss creating DTG subcommittees, we can determine where housing
concerns fit into that division of labor.
All best,
Katell
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:31 AM Barbara Thornton <barbarathornton1@gmail.com> wrote:
Katell-

Thank you for including me on this list. I know that DTG wants to be known for
providing a "safe" place for discussions for all people in Arlington. And I'm sure you
know that I did not sense that I was in a "safe" conversation in the Dec. 14
meeting. I would like to believe that anyone who comes to speak around your table
can be respectfully heard. But as far back as 2018-19 when I came to DTG
meetings to talk about the possibility of DTG sponsorship of a town-wide
conversation on affordable housing, Michaiah had to clear a path for me to be able
to speak and at subsequent meetings under your guidance, I found I could not be
heard and the idea I worked so hard for, died. I very definitely felt unwelcome.
I would at least appreciate a reference to the consideration of the DTG sponsoring a
community wide conversation on affordable housing in your report. The issue did,
as I recall, come up during the past year before it died away.
I know managing this group can be hard. I watched you try to do the right thing in
the strangeness of the Dec. 14 meeting. I know at the end of the meeting you
showed considerable courage and reflection to comment on how this meeting had
caused you to think about the process of conducting a meeting. It was a "trial by
fire" for you. But I hope you continue to work on your skills as a moderator and a
community leader so you will be more able to control situations that vere into
"unsafe" behaviors by participants. I wish the best for you, the community needs
strong leaders.
Best regards.
Barbara Thornton
****
+1 617-699-2213
blog:
AssetStewardship.com
twitter: @assetstewards
linkedin: Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Jan 6, 2021 at 2:11 PM Arlington DTG <diversitytaskgrouparl@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear DTG members,
Attached please find the DRAFT of DTG's 2020 annual report. This draft is being shared with
our liaison, Kelly Lynema, senior planner. I want to thank Kelly for all her time and support of
our work!
I encourage you to read over this short draft and share any omissions or corrections with me.
Thank you.
All best,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lynema
Jenny Raitt
(Archive Copy) Re: Fwd: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Wednesday, December 16, 2020 4:43:48 PM

Hi Jenny,
I didn't attend on Monday night. I checked the Zoom 2 account (where the DTG meetings are set up on
a recurring basis), but there isn't a recording there.
I can give a call to Katell (current co-chair) to get her account of what happened if that would be
helpful. Let me know.
Thanks,
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Kelly Lynema" <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 16:05:52 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
See question from Adam below.
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:58:36 -0500
Subject: Re: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
Does Kelly have a recording of the meeting that we could view?

Adam W. Chapdelaine
Town Manager
Town of Arlington
730 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02476
(781) 316-3010
Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a

community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.
From: "Jenny Raitt" <JRaitt@town.arlington.ma.us>
To: "Douglas Heim" <DHeim@town.arlington.ma.us>, "Adam Chapdelaine" <AChapdelaine@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:36:28 -0500
Subject: Fwd: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections

Not sure to what degree we should intervene, but this all strikes me as being very inappropriate
behavior from both a Town committee and a TMM.
Jenny
Jennifer Raitt
Director, Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community
where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
To: Arlington Fights Racism <fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com>
Cc: AFRSteeringCommittee <afrsteeringcommittee@googlegroups.com>, Katell Guellec
<askKatell@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, 16 Dec 2020 15:31:12 -0500
Subject: Re: Barbara: My input on local elections
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do
not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email
address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Wow.   
Elizabeth Dray publicly apologized for her unusual and hostile behavior toward me the night of
the public meeting hosted Monday Dec.7 by Diversity Task Group. I actually COMPLIMENTED
both AFR and Elizabeth publicly at the meeting. The only behavior that comes close to
matching your astonishing accusations (whoever you are that wrote this) is my
effort to encourage a conversation between AFR and others in the community with
mutual interests in race, social justice, diversity and housing. I pointed out that
there were several efforts to begin these community conversations and the
sponsors of such conversations should get better acquainted. That's it.
I think of the DTG as a “safe” place to talk about issues of race and diversity on behalf of the
Arlington community. I suspect that my writing and a recording of the meeting will
demonstrate that is all I did.
I did not expect Elizabeth to publicly attack me and call me a "bully" in front of the entire
meeting. I was both shocked and hurt.
This incident plus your preference for anonymity demonstrated by your refusal to
identify the actual writer of AFR letters leads me to conclude that AFR is NOT an organization
that believes in maintaining “safe” places where people can have these important conversations
respectfully. I am concerned that if you attack me like this, what are you prepared
to do to keep others you don't like silent? This anonymity is a dangerous thing in
healthy civil discourse.
Please step back and reconsider the attacks and insinuations you are making here.
Barbara Thornton

Barbara Thornton
On Wed, Dec 16, 2020 at 2:47 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
In light of your repeated disparagement of AFR, we’d like to go on record regarding your
recent letter to us and your inappropriate behavior at last Monday’s DTG meeting. We found
your letter offensive, so chose not to respond; but since you insist, here are the reasons why:
First, as Elizabeth made clear at Monday’s meeting, the authors of the AFR email you
referenced in your letter are not anonymous and never have been. The eight members of our
steering committee have always written and signed our public statements, and our names are
listed on the homepage of our website: https://www.arlingtonfightsracism.com/.
Second, we found it ironic that people who take offense at our presumed anonymity would
express their dissatisfaction while blind copying others. And we would like to point out that
challenging others while bringing who-knows-how-many allies along looks a lot like bullying.
Third, your condescending treatment of us in your letter was insulting and uncalled for. We
are all professionals, experienced at doing “fact and data-driven research,” and accustomed
to looking at issues from different perspectives. While we welcome suggestions of materials
others have found useful, we reserve the right to form our own opinions, which may or may
not coincide with yours.
Finally, your hijacking of Monday’s DTG meeting to attack AFR for not responding to your
letter was an outrageous misappropriation of time that many busy people had hoped to
devote to other matters. That you were so dismissive of the reasons we had come together,
has now convinced us that we cannot work with you. Should that change in the future, you
will hear from us.
Yours truly,
The AFR Steering Committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 5:21 PM Barbara Thornton <bthornton@assetstewardship.com>
wrote:
Thanks for writing back. While it is hard to have a serious conversation with
an anonymous writer, I will proceed and am grateful for the opportunity.
I speak as someone trained in city planning and who has fought gentrification
to protect current residents in neighborhoods in Boston and in California. I'm
not sure what you are reading, but I suspect it is too limited. I encourage you
to read the articles on Equitable-Arlington.org. I suggest they are more
numerous, more fact and data based and more diverse than those you might
have read.
Gentrification happens when a neighborhood becomes desirable. When
Arlington upgraded all our schools AND when the pressures of housing costs in
the areas in and near Boston began to climb rapidly, Arlington became
desirable. With a private market, sooner or later, all the market rate housing
will climb in cost. That's the way private markets work. It has nothing to do
with a change in zoning or in developers. It has to do with market forces.
Lower priced housing in the private market will only exist until someone sees
an opportunity to buy it, flip it and build a McMansion. I don't think either of
us see the benefit to that.
In the meantime, lower priced housing, aka below the market average in
Arlington for the size and type of unit, is likely to exist because it is in need of

repair. We do not have an aggressive code enforcement program for rental
housing in Arlington. Other communities, like Chelsea, have excellent code
enforcement programs because housing rentals to lower income people are a
major part of the housing mix. There has been some spurious talk of the
concept of "naturally occurring affordable housing". That concept is only
temporary, not real. It exists because a) the property has yet to be flipped or
b) because the property is seriously substandard and is only able to claim a
lower rent. I don't think we want to limit the options of our lower income
residents to substandard or temporary housing. If there are exceptions, the
free market will adjust and make them disappear soon.
One of the videos your group mentioned tells the plight of people gentrified out
of their homes. This is very real, very prevalent across the USA and deserves
attention. The only way, short of a communist takeover of private property, to
address this is to build new, safe, high standard housing for people and offer
some form of rental or home ownership subsidies. And the only way to do
this, in the volume of housing we so desperately need, is to build more
density. The price of the land in Arlington is what drives the price of the
homes. A 6K sf parcel needs to house more than a one family house. If it is
limited to only a one family house, it is going to have to be a McMansion in
order to cover the price of the land.
Are you accounting for the need for housing DIVERSITY, by type of housing, as
well as by its occupants? Do you know that over a third (ca. 34%) of the
households in Arlington are occupied by just one person? We need more small
units suitable for single occupants. To minimize the amount of cost per unit
devoted just to the land cost, these units should be stacked. We can disagree
about how high they should be stacked. But I think you can see the value of
not lining up such units at one per standard size lot, one story high?
One more thing. I admire your anti-racist message. But has it occurred to you
that if we are only in favor of a small number of units of new affordable
housing and if we set terms that give top priority to people now living in
Arlington and if the people now who are Black Arlington residents represent
less than 3% of the population, we will need to build about 35 units in order to
house one Black individual or family. That position is hard to reconcile with
your "anti-racist" message!
I am including some colleagues in this email who may or may not choose to
correct me or add to my message and respond to you. Personally, I think it
would be terrific to continue this dialogue. I really believe we all want to
reduce the racist legacy and current practices as we find them in Arlington.
For that, we should all be on the same side. We just need to understand each
other better. And I suggest we do that through conversations like this, which
are helped by losing the anonymity of authorship.
Thanks,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 4:41 PM Arlington Fights Racism
<fightingracisminarlington@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your emails. The members of the Arlington Fights Racism steering
committee have been researching and listening and we have not come to the conclusion
that increasing density by removing single-family zoning designations automatically
increases diversity or results in more affordable housing. In fact, much of what we have
read notes that lifting zoning restrictions actually reduces accessibility to housing for
minorities, as older, more affordable units are generally the first to be gentrified. Plus it's
not simply a question of stock or price when the sellers and landlords refuse to admit
people of color to begin with as outlined as a problem in Arlington in the
recent Suffolk University Housing study.
AFR is in the process of developing a statement on housing in Arlington, but
understanding the importance of low income housing in our community we want to make
sure we dedicate the appropriate research and consideration to the effort. Is there
anyone in the field that you would recommend we consult with as we develop our public
stance on this?
Thank you for engaging with us on this serious matter,
Sincerely,
Arlington Fights Racism steering committee
On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 1:28 PM Barbara Thornton
<bthornton@assetstewardship.com> wrote:
Thanks for asking for my input.
Most important:

REMOVING OBSTACLES TO DIVERSITY IN
HOUSING.

To quote Jared Johnson, a local African American leader: "Housing is a
racial justice issue."
Everything I've seen this year suggests that AFR is coming down on the
wrong side of this issue. I've reached out to both Lynette and Elizabeth to
try to open a discussion and have not had a response.... yet. Your
organization seems to be set on defining Black people as poor people and
also on limiting affordable housing options only to those who already live
here.... a predominantly white choice.
I hope these issues can be discussed with your organization.
Best regards,
Barbara Thornton
***************

BARBARA THORNTON| Founder/ CEO
617.699.2213

AssetStewardship.com

@assetstewards LinkedIn
Offering best practices to enhance our public assets through stewardship
of our urban future using government, technology & private sector collaboration.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doctrow Susan
Kelly Lynema
Elizabeth Dray; Lenard Diggins
(Archive Copy) Re: Timely Can we use the Town"s zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
Friday, January 8, 2021 7:18:03 AM

Dear Elizabeth, Kelly,
I agree that the Calendar, as it is used for other regular meetings (vs Town notices)
is more consistent with communication practices for other meetings held monthly.
Otherwise, they would all be in Town Notices every month. If Town Notices are too
long, there is a risk that other one-time notices would be buried.
My take-home from Joan Roman was that the Town Notices are for certain special
(one-time or occasional) meetings, plus information the town needs to get out (e.g.
trash collection schedule changes, etc).
A precinct meeting every month is impressive!
All the best,
Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:02 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Elizabeth,
I was able to post the event to the Town calendar, but won't be able to get a Town Notice
sent out for this. While the Town will promote the collective precinct meetings scheduled
around Town Meeting as those tend to cover most of the town, we don't issue messages
for monthly meetings of boards, committees, their task groups, etc. and unless the
announcement is town wide or an emergency it usually doesn't qualify for a Town Notice.
If you have additional questions, Sue Doctrow, cc'd here, is the Standing Committee's
communication liaison. She can explain the process and protocol around how Envision
Arlington shares information via Town Notice emails.
Thanks!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*

From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:51:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Timely Can we use the Town's zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 1112:30?
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender
(whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content
is safe.
Thank you
Hi Kelly Precincts 8 & 10 are having our first monthly precinct meeting this Saturday 11-12:30
the Zoom registration link is below. I apologize for the late notice. Is it possible to get
a town email sent out?
Thank you
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:21 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Kelly would be the person to assist with that, and I'm cc'ing her on this response.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:56 PM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
is it too late to send out a town wide email? How do we do that?
Thanks
E
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:13 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Here's a copy of invite:
You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Jan 9, 2021 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0of6uqT8pH9384SBDbw_LnkZrN22-jRwj
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information
about joining the meeting.
<EOM>
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:54 AM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
wrote:
awesome! Thanks so much for your support.
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:49 AM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Happy New Year to you, too, and I am very happy to see that P8 & P10 are
having monthly precinct meetings!
You are certainly allowed to use the town's Zoom account for this purpose.
Let me get the meeting set up so that I can provide you with the link. I'm in
the midst of a very busy day. I will try to get this done before 2PM. If not, I
will take care of it this evening.

Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:34 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Len,
Happy New YEar.
Sorry for the short notice, Precincts 8 and 10 are planning to have
monthly, combined precinct meetings. OUr first is this Saturday at 11 12:30. I thought my zoom account had registration ability but it doesn't at
the package I pay for. If we can't use the town's, that's cool. Just thought
I would ask.
Also, apologies for the rush but I want to get out the link asap..... so if
possible could you let me know asap.
We will be more organized as we move forward.
Elizabeth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lenard Diggins
Doctrow Susan
Kelly Lynema; Elizabeth Dray
(Archive Copy) Re: Timely Can we use the Town"s zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
Friday, January 8, 2021 7:30:33 AM

Here's a suggestion: ask ACMi to post notices of your precinct meetings on its community bulletin board
(CBB). The person in charge of that is Sean Keane, and his email address is sean@acmi.tv.
Len

On Fri, Jan 8, 2021 at 7:16 AM Doctrow Susan <srdoctrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Elizabeth, Kelly,
I agree that the Calendar, as it is used for other regular meetings (vs Town
notices) is more consistent with communication practices for other meetings held
monthly. Otherwise, they would all be in Town Notices every month. If Town
Notices are too long, there is a risk that other one-time notices would be buried.
My take-home from Joan Roman was that the Town Notices are for certain special
(one-time or occasional) meetings, plus information the town needs to get out
(e.g. trash collection schedule changes, etc).
A precinct meeting every month is impressive!
All the best,
Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:02 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Elizabeth,
I was able to post the event to the Town calendar, but won't be able to get a Town
Notice sent out for this. While the Town will promote the collective precinct meetings
scheduled around Town Meeting as those tend to cover most of the town, we don't
issue messages for monthly meetings of boards, committees, their task groups, etc. and
unless the announcement is town wide or an emergency it usually doesn't qualify for a
Town Notice.
If you have additional questions, Sue Doctrow, cc'd here, is the Standing Committee's
communication liaison. She can explain the process and protocol around how Envision
Arlington shares information via Town Notice emails.
Thanks!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development

Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a
community where everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:51:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Timely Can we use the Town's zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 1112:30?
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email
system. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL
sender (whose email address in the From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know
the content is safe.
Thank you
Hi Kelly Precincts 8 & 10 are having our first monthly precinct meeting this Saturday 1112:30 the Zoom registration link is below. I apologize for the late notice. Is it
possible to get a town email sent out?
Thank you
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:21 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Kelly would be the person to assist with that, and I'm cc'ing her on this response.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:56 PM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
wrote:
is it too late to send out a town wide email? How do we do that?
Thanks
E
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:13 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Here's a copy of invite:
You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Jan 9, 2021 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0of6uqT8pH9384SBDbw_LnkZrN22-jRwj
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information
about joining the meeting.
<EOM>
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:54 AM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
wrote:
awesome! Thanks so much for your support.
Elizabeth

On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:49 AM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
wrote:
Happy New Year to you, too, and I am very happy to see that P8 & P10 are
having monthly precinct meetings!
You are certainly allowed to use the town's Zoom account for this purpose.
Let me get the meeting set up so that I can provide you with the link. I'm
in the midst of a very busy day. I will try to get this done before 2PM. If
not, I will take care of it this evening.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:34 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Len,
Happy New YEar.
Sorry for the short notice, Precincts 8 and 10 are planning to have
monthly, combined precinct meetings. OUr first is this Saturday at 11 12:30. I thought my zoom account had registration ability but it doesn't
at the package I pay for. If we can't use the town's, that's cool. Just
thought I would ask.
Also, apologies for the rush but I want to get out the link asap..... so if
possible could you let me know asap.
We will be more organized as we move forward.
Elizabeth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doctrow Susan
Lenard Diggins
Kelly Lynema; Elizabeth Dray
(Archive Copy) Re: Timely Can we use the Town"s zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
Friday, January 8, 2021 7:36:39 AM

Great to know that’s an option!
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 8, 2021, at 7:29 AM, Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
wrote:
Here's a suggestion: ask ACMi to post notices of your precinct meetings on its
community bulletin board (CBB). The person in charge of that is Sean Keane, and his
email address is sean@acmi.tv.
Len

On Fri, Jan 8, 2021 at 7:16 AM Doctrow Susan <srdoctrow@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Elizabeth, Kelly,
I agree that the Calendar, as it is used for other regular meetings (vs
Town notices) is more consistent with communication practices for
other meetings held monthly. Otherwise, they would all be in Town
Notices every month. If Town Notices are too long, there is a risk that
other one-time notices would be buried.
My take-home from Joan Roman was that the Town Notices are for
certain special (one-time or occasional) meetings, plus information the
town needs to get out (e.g. trash collection schedule changes, etc).
A precinct meeting every month is impressive!
All the best,
Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:02 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Elizabeth,
I was able to post the event to the Town calendar, but won't be able to
get a Town Notice sent out for this. While the Town will promote the
collective precinct meetings scheduled around Town Meeting as those
tend to cover most of the town, we don't issue messages for monthly

meetings of boards, committees, their task groups, etc. and unless the
announcement is town wide or an emergency it usually doesn't qualify for
a Town Notice.
If you have additional questions, Sue Doctrow, cc'd here, is the Standing
Committee's communication liaison. She can explain the process and
protocol around how Envision Arlington shares information via Town
Notice emails.
Thanks!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and
protected.*
From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:51:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Timely Can we use the Town's zoom for precinct meeting
this Sat 11-12:30?
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of
Arlington's email system. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Thank you
Hi Kelly Precincts 8 & 10 are having our first monthly precinct meeting this
Saturday 11-12:30 the Zoom registration link is below. I apologize for
the late notice. Is it possible to get a town email sent out?
Thank you
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:21 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
wrote:
Kelly would be the person to assist with that, and I'm cc'ing her on
this response.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:56 PM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
is it too late to send out a town wide email? How do we do that?
Thanks
E
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:13 PM Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:

Here's a copy of invite:
You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Jan 9, 2021 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0of6uqT8pH9384SBDbw_LnkZrN22-jRwj
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing
information about joining the meeting.
<EOM>
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:54 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
awesome! Thanks so much for your support.
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:49 AM Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Happy New Year to you, too, and I am very happy to see that
P8 & P10 are having monthly precinct meetings!
You are certainly allowed to use the town's Zoom account for
this purpose. Let me get the meeting set up so that I can
provide you with the link. I'm in the midst of a very busy
day. I will try to get this done before 2PM. If not, I will take
care of it this evening.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:34 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Len,
Happy New YEar.
Sorry for the short notice, Precincts 8 and 10 are planning
to have monthly, combined precinct meetings. OUr first is
this Saturday at 11 -12:30. I thought my zoom account
had registration ability but it doesn't at the package I pay
for. If we can't use the town's, that's cool. Just thought I
would ask.
Also, apologies for the rush but I want to get out the link
asap..... so if possible could you let me know asap.
We will be more organized as we move forward.
Elizabeth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Dray
Doctrow Susan
Lenard Diggins; Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: Timely Can we use the Town"s zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
Friday, January 8, 2021 10:45:08 AM

THanks everyone for sharing their knowledge. I think ongoing we will be able to
build momentum with our monthly meetings via word of mouth and other
advertising. We were just feeling rushed and last minute with this first one and I
was looking to explore all channels of outreach.  
Kelly, thanks for putting it on the calendar.
Have a great weekend everyone,
Elizabeth
On Fri, Jan 8, 2021 at 7:35 AM Doctrow Susan <srdoctrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Great to know that’s an option!
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 8, 2021, at 7:29 AM, Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
wrote:
Here's a suggestion: ask ACMi to post notices of your precinct meetings on its
community bulletin board (CBB). The person in charge of that is Sean Keane, and his
email address is sean@acmi.tv.
Len

On Fri, Jan 8, 2021 at 7:16 AM Doctrow Susan
<srdoctrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Elizabeth, Kelly,
I agree that the Calendar, as it is used for other regular meetings (vs
Town notices) is more consistent with communication practices for
other meetings held monthly. Otherwise, they would all be in Town
Notices every month. If Town Notices are too long, there is a risk
that other one-time notices would be buried.
My take-home from Joan Roman was that the Town Notices are for
certain special (one-time or occasional) meetings, plus information
the town needs to get out (e.g. trash collection schedule changes,
etc).
A precinct meeting every month is impressive!
All the best,
Sue

Sent from my iPad
On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:02 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Elizabeth,
I was able to post the event to the Town calendar, but won't be able to
get a Town Notice sent out for this. While the Town will promote the
collective precinct meetings scheduled around Town Meeting as those
tend to cover most of the town, we don't issue messages for monthly
meetings of boards, committees, their task groups, etc. and unless the
announcement is town wide or an emergency it usually doesn't qualify
for a Town Notice.
If you have additional questions, Sue Doctrow, cc'd here, is the
Standing Committee's communication liaison. She can explain the
process and protocol around how Envision Arlington shares information
via Town Notice emails.
Thanks!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to
building a community where everyone is heard, respected, and
protected.*
From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:51:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Timely Can we use the Town's zoom for precinct
meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of
Arlington's email system. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Thank you
Hi Kelly Precincts 8 & 10 are having our first monthly precinct meeting this
Saturday 11-12:30 the Zoom registration link is below. I apologize
for the late notice. Is it possible to get a town email sent out?
Thank you
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:21 PM Lenard Diggins

<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Kelly would be the person to assist with that, and I'm cc'ing her on
this response.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:56 PM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
is it too late to send out a town wide email? How do we do that?
Thanks
E
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:13 PM Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Here's a copy of invite:
You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Jan 9, 2021 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0of6uqT8pH9384SBDbw_LnkZrN22-jRwj
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email
containing information about joining the meeting.
<EOM>
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:54 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
awesome! Thanks so much for your support.
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:49 AM Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Happy New Year to you, too, and I am very happy to see
that P8 & P10 are having monthly precinct meetings!
You are certainly allowed to use the town's Zoom account
for this purpose. Let me get the meeting set up so that I
can provide you with the link. I'm in the midst of a very
busy day. I will try to get this done before 2PM. If not, I
will take care of it this evening.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:34 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Len,
Happy New YEar.
Sorry for the short notice, Precincts 8 and 10 are
planning to have monthly, combined precinct meetings.
OUr first is this Saturday at 11 -12:30. I thought my
zoom account had registration ability but it doesn't at the
package I pay for. If we can't use the town's, that's
cool. Just thought I would ask.
Also, apologies for the rush but I want to get out the link

asap..... so if possible could you let me know asap.
We will be more organized as we move forward.
Elizabeth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Doctrow
Elizabeth Dray
Lenard Diggins; Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: Timely Can we use the Town"s zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
Friday, January 8, 2021 11:06:06 AM

You, too, Elizabeth! I’m sure you will build momentum and people will just be
looking out for it.
I know the Advocate (with enough advance) will publicize community events, too.

On Jan 8, 2021, at 10:44 AM, Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
THanks everyone for sharing their knowledge. I think ongoing we will be
able to build momentum with our monthly meetings via word of mouth
and other advertising. We were just feeling rushed and last minute with
this first one and I was looking to explore all channels of outreach.  
Kelly, thanks for putting it on the calendar.
Have a great weekend everyone,
Elizabeth
On Fri, Jan 8, 2021 at 7:35 AM Doctrow Susan <srdoctrow@gmail.com>
wrote:
Great to know that’s an option!
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 8, 2021, at 7:29 AM, Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Here's a suggestion: ask ACMi to post notices of your precinct meetings
on its community bulletin board (CBB). The person in charge of that is
Sean Keane, and his email address is sean@acmi.tv.
Len

On Fri, Jan 8, 2021 at 7:16 AM Doctrow Susan
<srdoctrow@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Elizabeth, Kelly,
I agree that the Calendar, as it is used for other regular
meetings (vs Town notices) is more consistent with
communication practices for other meetings held monthly.
Otherwise, they would all be in Town Notices every
month. If Town Notices are too long, there is a risk that
other one-time notices would be buried.

My take-home from Joan Roman was that the Town
Notices are for certain special (one-time or occasional)
meetings, plus information the town needs to get out (e.g.
trash collection schedule changes, etc).
A precinct meeting every month is impressive!
All the best,
Sue
Sent from my iPad
On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:02 PM, Kelly Lynema
<KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us> wrote:
Hi Elizabeth,
I was able to post the event to the Town calendar, but
won't be able to get a Town Notice sent out for this.
While the Town will promote the collective precinct
meetings scheduled around Town Meeting as those tend
to cover most of the town, we don't issue messages for
monthly meetings of boards, committees, their task
groups, etc. and unless the announcement is town wide
or an emergency it usually doesn't qualify for a Town
Notice.
If you have additional questions, Sue Doctrow, cc'd here,
is the Standing Committee's communication liaison. She
can explain the process and protocol around how Envision
Arlington shares information via Town Notice emails.
Thanks!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are
committed to building a community where everyone is
heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:51:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Timely Can we use the Town's zoom for
precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the
Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the REAL
sender (whose email address in the From: line in "<
>" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Thank you
Hi Kelly Precincts 8 & 10 are having our first monthly precinct
meeting this Saturday 11-12:30 the Zoom registration
link is below. I apologize for the late notice. Is it
possible to get a town email sent out?
Thank you
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:21 PM Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Kelly would be the person to assist with that, and I'm
cc'ing her on this response.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:56 PM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
is it too late to send out a town wide email? How
do we do that?
Thanks
E
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:13 PM Lenard Diggins
<ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Here's a copy of invite:
You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Jan 9, 2021 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US
and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://town-arlington-maus.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0of6uqT8pH9384SBDbw_LnkZrN22-jRwj
After registering, you will receive a confirmation
email containing information about joining the
meeting.
<EOM>
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:54 AM Elizabeth Dray
<elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
awesome! Thanks so much for your support.
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:49 AM Lenard
Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Happy New Year to you, too, and I am very
happy to see that P8 & P10 are having

monthly precinct meetings!
You are certainly allowed to use the town's
Zoom account for this purpose. Let me get
the meeting set up so that I can provide you
with the link. I'm in the midst of a very busy
day. I will try to get this done before 2PM.
If not, I will take care of it this evening.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:34 AM Elizabeth
Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Len,
Happy New YEar.
Sorry for the short notice, Precincts 8 and
10 are planning to have monthly, combined
precinct meetings. OUr first is this
Saturday at 11 -12:30. I thought my zoom
account had registration ability but it
doesn't at the package I pay for. If we
can't use the town's, that's cool. Just
thought I would ask.
Also, apologies for the rush but I want to
get out the link asap..... so if possible
could you let me know asap.
We will be more organized as we move
forward.
Elizabeth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lynema
Elizabeth Dray; Lenard Diggins
Sue Doctrow
(Archive Copy) Re: Timely Can we use the Town"s zoom for precinct meeting this Sat11-12:30?
Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:02:24 PM

Hi Elizabeth,
I was able to post the event to the Town calendar, but won't be able to get a Town Notice sent out for
this. While the Town will promote the collective precinct meetings scheduled around Town Meeting as
those tend to cover most of the town, we don't issue messages for monthly meetings of boards,
committees, their task groups, etc. and unless the announcement is town wide or an emergency it
usually doesn't qualify for a Town Notice.
If you have additional questions, Sue Doctrow, cc'd here, is the Standing Committee's communication
liaison. She can explain the process and protocol around how Envision Arlington shares information via
Town Notice emails.
Thanks!
Kelly
Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com>
To: Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com>
Cc: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 7 Jan 2021 13:51:07 -0500
Subject: Re: Timely Can we use the Town's zoom for precinct meeting this Sat 11-12:30?
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Thank you
Hi Kelly Precincts 8 & 10 are having our first monthly precinct meeting this Saturday 11-12:30 the Zoom
registration link is below. I apologize for the late notice. Is it possible to get a town email sent out?
Thank you
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 1:21 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Kelly would be the person to assist with that, and I'm cc'ing her on this response.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:56 PM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
is it too late to send out a town wide email? How do we do that?
Thanks
E

On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 12:13 PM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Here's a copy of invite:
You are invited to a Zoom meeting.
When: Jan 9, 2021 11:00 AM Eastern Time (US and Canada)
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0of-6uqT8pH9384SBDbw_LnkZrN22jRwj
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the
meeting.
<EOM>
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:54 AM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
awesome! Thanks so much for your support.
Elizabeth
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:49 AM Lenard Diggins <ldiggins@gmail.com> wrote:
Happy New Year to you, too, and I am very happy to see that P8 & P10 are having monthly
precinct meetings!
You are certainly allowed to use the town's Zoom account for this purpose. Let me get
the meeting set up so that I can provide you with the link. I'm in the midst of a very busy
day. I will try to get this done before 2PM. If not, I will take care of it this evening.
Len
On Thu, Jan 7, 2021 at 11:34 AM Elizabeth Dray <elizabethdray7@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Len,
Happy New YEar.
Sorry for the short notice, Precincts 8 and 10 are planning to have monthly, combined
precinct meetings. OUr first is this Saturday at 11 -12:30. I thought my zoom account
had registration ability but it doesn't at the package I pay for. If we can't use the town's,
that's cool. Just thought I would ask.
Also, apologies for the rush but I want to get out the link asap..... so if possible could
you let me know asap.
We will be more organized as we move forward.
Elizabeth

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doctrow Susan
Joan Roman
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Re: town notice question
Friday, January 8, 2021 10:45:33 AM

Dear Joan and Kelly,
Is there any input I can give Katell? She’s told me that she is hoping to discuss it at
their meeting Monday. I feel like it seems consistent with the policy but please do
confirm or refute, as appropriate.
Thanks,
Sue

Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 6, 2021, at 1:03 PM, Susan Doctrow <srdoctrow@gmail.com>
wrote:
Dear Joan and Kelly,
I received this question from Katell at DTG and told her I wanted to run
the question by you. I did say my own inclination was that a special
event sponsored by an official town entity in collaboration with a
volunteer residents group is probably okay (provided it is not political or
commercial), but, again, that I really wanted your input.
I’m not sure of their timeframe so would appreciate an answer as soon as
possible so I can let Katell know and they can work on their draft notice.
Hope all is well with you both!
all the best,
Sue

Begin forwarded message:
From: Katell Guellec <askkatell@gmail.com>
Subject: town notice question
Date: January 6, 2021 at 12:15:19 PM EST
To: srdoctrow@gmail.com
Hi Sue,

I'm a co-chair of DTG, and I had a question about town
notices (sent by email). If DTG co-sponsors an event with
another group (in this case, Arlington Fights Racism), would
that qualify to be included in a town notice? Or is town notice
preserved for more official announcements? Any insights you
can give me into the policy would be great so that I can share
a more consistent message.
Many thanks,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kelly Lynema
Katell Guellec
(Archive Copy) Re: Zoom reservations for winter/spring
Monday, January 4, 2021 10:03:04 PM

Hi Katell,
See below for the specific zoom registration links for the spring DTG meetings. Let me know if you need
anything else. And thanks for next Monday's agenda! I'll get that posted asap.
* January 11, 6:30-9:00:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJAqcuChqDopGtLdXvD_SQnJLN5dERfR5yl9
* February 8, 6:30-9:00:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIvdeGsrzoqHN2DsGJmFn7Boj-MMcZi-MJD
* March 8, 6:30-9:00:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIvdeGsrzoqHN2DsGJmFn7Boj-MMcZi-MJD
* April 12, 6:30-9:00:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIvdeGsrzoqHN2DsGJmFn7Boj-MMcZi-MJD
* May 10, 6:30-9:00:
https://town-arlington-ma-us.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIvdeGsrzoqHN2DsGJmFn7Boj-MMcZi-MJD
Thanks,
Kelly

Kelly Lynema
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development
Town of Arlington
direct: 781-316-3096
klynema@town.arlington.ma.us
*Arlington values equity, diversity, and inclusion. We are committed to building a community where
everyone is heard, respected, and protected.*
From: Katell Guellec <askkatell@gmail.com>
To: Kelly Lynema <KLynema@town.arlington.ma.us>
Date: Thu, 31 Dec 2020 17:14:59 -0500
Subject: Zoom reservations for winter/spring
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the Town of Arlington's email system. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the REAL sender (whose email address in the
From: line in "< >" brackets) and you know the content is safe.
Hi Kelly -- and happy new year!
Could you please reserve these times for DTG meetings? (If they aren't already reserved.)
*
*
*
*
*

January 11, 6:30-9:00
February 8, 6:30-9:00
March 8, 6:30-9:00
April 12, 6:30-9:00
May 10, 6:30-9:00

Thanks,
Katell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katell Guellec
Kelly Lynema
(Archive Copy) Zoom reservations for winter/spring
Thursday, December 31, 2020 5:15:19 PM

Hi Kelly -- and happy new year!
Could you please reserve these times for DTG meetings? (If they aren't already
reserved.)
*
*
*
*
*

January 11, 6:30-9:00
February 8, 6:30-9:00
March 8, 6:30-9:00
April 12, 6:30-9:00
May 10, 6:30-9:00

Thanks,
Katell

